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 Abstract 
Title of Dissertation:  Shiprepair Competition: Drivers and Opportunities 
Degree:    MSc 
The dissertation is a study of the issue of competition in the shiprepair industry 
focusing on its main drivers and the opportunities to compete.  
A review of some theoretical points related with the concept of competition and 
related with the demand of shiprepair services is done. In this theoretical review is 
included a description of the competition model of Michael Porter and the appliance 
of the model to the shiprepair industry. 
The main drivers of competition in the shiprepair industry are examined, analyzed 
and discussed. The analyses include sea borne trade and trade patterns, the age 
profile of the world fleet, the conditions of the freight rate, the shipbuilding prices, 
the second hand prices of ships and the prices of tonnage scrapped. 
An analysis of the cost competitiveness examining labour and steel costs is done. 
Consecutive, the issues of logistics, quality and innovation are analyzed and 
discussed focusing on the European shiprepair industry. 
The concluding chapters on one hand present and analyse the main findings of a 
survey about competition issues carried out on twenty shiprepair yards. And, on the 
other hand present the conclusions of the research with a list of topics for further 
research in the subject.        
KEYWORDS: Competition, Shiprepair, Competitiveness, Competitive 
advantages, Maintenance.   
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1 Introduction 
 
The shiprepair industry used to have a secondary role in the maritime industry. Due 
to the infrastructure required, shiprepair used to be treated in the same economic 
context as the shipbuilding industry. But they are different in nature, functions and 
services. The building of ships has no logical purpose if proper repair and 
maintenance can not be carried out. This is why today shiprepair along with all the 
maritime industries, is a sector involved in social, political, technical and economic 
issues of great relevance.  
 
As all economic activities, shiprepair is conditioned by the demand and supply of 
shiprepair services that create a market. The dynamics of the shiprepair market 
before the opening process of the world economies used to be simple and on a 
domestic basis. Nowadays, the characteristics of the shiprepair market have become 
global because it is on a global basis that ships are operating today. This trend has 
not only made the business more complex, but it has also brought up important 
economic issues that impact the industry strongly. The most salient of those 
economic issues affecting the shiprepair industry is the issue of competition. 
 
The global and domestic competition that has been held in the shiprepair industry is 
based on prices. The prices of shiprepair services vary from place to place and are 
determined by the availability of the factors of production and their costs. All the 
factors of production in shiprepair are important but labour and raw materials are 
determinants. The industry is characterized for being labour intensive and therefore 
prices of shiprepair services have decreased dramatically in countries where labour 
costs are low. These low prices have been driven by the preferences of shipowners 
who in optimizing the profit go for the cheapest service. If the latest situation is put 
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in a geographic context, South & South-East Asia and Europe can be identified as 
the principal regions with relevant interest and important roles in shiprepair 
competition. 
 
Shiprepair centres located in South & South-East Asia are today not only offering the 
lowest price in shiprepair work, but also the countries that have gradually reduced it 
the most. Europe in the other hand is the region where high cost of production and 
environmental regulations are constraints in price competition. Even though the issue 
has been narrowly discussed, several initiatives have been carried out by the 
stakeholders to counterbalance the conditions of the market.  
 
The European community, the member states and the industry itself have been 
working in tandem to not let the European shiprepair yards down. Effectively or not, 
with the support of those community initiatives European shiprepair centres strive 
for a bigger market share and are still in competition. But, what is really the 
dimension of the issue? What are the main factors influencing competition in the 
industry? How do they impact the industry? What are the opportunities of the 
shiprepair centres to compete? The answers to these questions are what this 
dissertation is about.  
 
This dissertation has been written based on the research carried out over the issue of 
shiprepair competition as a requirement for the completion of the Master of Science 
in Maritime Affairs at World Maritime University. The issue was approached taking 
as framework the questions previously stated. During the research, the learning and 
defining of relevant competition, economic and management concepts was needed in 
order to understand the nature and dynamics of the issue. This is why those concepts 
have been reviewed and discussed along this dissertation.  
 
There are three relevant definitions concerning the usage of some terms and 
expressions in this dissertation that should be clarified. The first one is about the 
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term ship. Within the shipping industry commonly ships are classified in four main 
types which are: oil tankers, dry bulk carriers, general cargo ships and container 
ships (Stopford, 1997, p. 19). In this research no distinction has been made over 
ship’s type, ship’s size or nature of the cargo transported on ships. Besides this, for 
the sake of the research, it was assumed that since there is no distinction of ships, 
shipowners are equally driven by the same issues when it comes to ship repair and 
maintenance (R&M). 
 
The second definition to clarify is regarding the terms shiprepair and maintenance. 
The terms have different connotations in engineering. On one hand the repair of a 
ship consist in correcting a breakdown in the hull, machinery, equipment or systems 
of the ship (Hunt & Butman, 1995, p. 12-2). On the other hand, maintenance of a 
ship involves all the activities carried out on board or in dry-dock to prevent 
potential breakdowns (Kalland & Wilhelmsen, 1991, p. 3). Both activities however, 
require the same infrastructure to be carried out. Since such infrastructure is a 
shiprepair yard, the terms were used together (R&M) meaning the act of dry-docking 
the ship to have a standard maintenance routine. The third expression to clarify is 
shiprepair centres. The expression has been used meaning the group of shiprepair 
yards that are located in a country. It was assumed that being in the same country, 
shiprepair yards face the same conditions and are affected by the same factors. 
 
The layout of this dissertation was designed with the purpose of communicating the 
way the research of the issue of shiprepair competition was carried out. The structure 
of the dissertation reflects the chronologic and deductive approach used to answer 
the questions stated above. Chapter one compounds the introduction to the research 
where the research questions were pointed out. Chapter two explains the method 
applied in carrying out the research, the primary and secondary sources of 
information used the quality of the information obtained, the scope of the research 
and the limitations identified.  
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Chapter three of the dissertation reviews some relevant theoretical points related with 
issue under research. In this chapter the concept of competition is reviewed focusing 
on clarifying which is the meaning of competition for this research, how was 
competition approached and why it is important to study the concept in an industry. 
In that theoretical review, the competitive structure of the shiprepair industry is built 
on the frame of Porter’s five forces model of competition. Furthermore, in Chapter 
three a review of some factors affecting the demand of the shiprepair services is 
made. The purpose of this theoretical review is to set up the arena in which the 
following analysis and discussions over the issue will be made.  
 
Chapter four identifies analyses and discusses the main drivers of competition in the 
shiprepair industry.  Chapter five identifies analyses and discusses the competitive 
advantages of the shiprepair industry seeing them as opportunities for shiprepair 
centres to build competitiveness. Chapter six presents, analyses, and discusses the 
responses obtained from the Chief Executive Officers and General Managers of 20 
shiprepair yards to a questionnaire about competition issues. The purposes of those 
analyses are, on one hand, to validate some of the theoretic points reviewed in 
Chapter three. And, on the other hand, to correlate the perspective of competition 
from the shipyards with the analysis made in Chapter four and Chapter five. Finally, 
Chapter seven of this dissertation presents the main findings and most relevant 
conclusions of the research.    
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2 Methodology applied  
 
Conducting research is defined as “the systematic process of collecting and analysing 
information (data) in order to increase our understanding of the phenomenon about 
which we are concerned or interested” (Leedy & Ormrod, 2005, p. 2). This definition 
suggests that one have to have clear the topic subject of research and how the 
systematic process of analysing it should be carried out. In the previous introduction 
the purpose of this research was described and the main objectives of it were stated. 
This section seeks to describe in brief the methodology used through the research in 
order to achieve the objectives described.  
2.1 Reasoning 
 
In this research an integrated approach was used, based on the concept of Svenning 
(1999, p. 91) who argues that both qualitative and quantitative analysis complement 
each other in doing research. The observations and analysis in this research are based 
mainly on an inductive approach. It is said mainly because in some way within the 
inductive data collected for this research, a deductive analysis is carried out. Having 
in mind that the approach chosen to be used along the research is inductive, an 
inductive reasoning method is applied to analyse the aspects under research. This 
inductive method consisted first in stating a question to clarify what was desired to 
know. After the formulation of the question, information related to the question was 
gathered and relevant observations were made of the data available.  
 
Once the information was gathered an assumption based on educated guess was 
made in trying to predict the answer to the question. With the assumption elaborated, 
examples using representative variables were performed to test it. After this, critical 
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analysis was carried out to understand what the application of the examples implied. 
Finally, some conclusions were drawn based on the interpretation of the results. This 
reasoning cycle was applied in all the research in every aspect, keeping in mind the 
principles of objectivity, logic and common sense. 
2.2 Data collection 
 
In collecting the relevant data the three principal methods used were literature review 
of written documents, direct observation and questionnaires. The former was mainly 
applied to map out the main issues that should be subject of research concerning 
shiprepair competition. In doing so, continuous literature review of studies, forecast, 
articles, journals, books, periodicals and online sources related with the shiprepair 
industry was carried out. The information used was as updated as possible and it is 
presented in graphs for all the relevant cases. Only the most up today information 
was used and in most of the cases the information was gathered or compiled from 
official and well recognized public entities of the public and private sector. 
 
The other method used to collect data was direct observation of the variables 
influencing the shiprepair industry, the variables related to it and the variables 
comparable to it. Additionally to the activities previously mentioned, a short 
questionnaire was designed and applied to the Chief Executives Officers (CEOs) and 
General Managers of 20 shiprepair yards. The shipyards were contacted by 
electronic mail (internet) and by telephone. The questionnaire consisted of ten close-
ended questions with focus on several issues related with competition in the industry. 
The process of the survey, the main features of the questionnaire and its results are 
explained in detail in Chapter six where the critical analysis of the data obtained is 
made. The findings resulting from the questionnaire had the aim to validate some of 
the issues analysed in Chapters three, four and five.  
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2.3 Delimitations, limitations and scope 
 
This research has one principal delimitation which lays on its focus. The focus of the 
research is the European shiprepair centres. This is because data and information 
about the European shiprepair yards were more accessible and reliable than other 
shiprepair centres in the world. There are other industries of great importance such as 
the shiprepair industries in America, the Middle East, Asia, South-East Asia and the 
Far East. Unfortunately, statistic and technical information in those regions were not 
available, and sometimes it was incomplete or not recent. However, in order to 
enrich the discussion a few comparisons were made with the most updated data 
found from those regions.  
 
The scope of the research is only the shiprepair industry and within the industry it 
only refers to shiprepair yards. Shipyards commonly find themselves involve in 
shipbuilding and conversion activities. However, this research only took into account 
shiprepair and ship’s maintenance activities carried out in shiprepair yards. This 
observation means that the analysis and conclusions are only applicable for European 
shiprepair yards to the extent specified in each of the issues discussed. Despite this, 
information and data regarding other shiprepair centres in the world such as China, 
South-Korea, Singapore and the Middle East is used with the only purpose to enrich 
the analysis but not with the aim of concluding over them. 
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3 Theoretical starting points  
3.1 General concepts of competition 
 
In the introduction of this research the importance of competition as an issue in the 
shiprepair industry was explained. The relevance of competition in shiprepair lays on 
the issue itself. Competition as an issue has drivers and determinants that are 
reflected in the markets where it takes place. Since the concept functions as a general 
background to the research carried out, a deeper understanding of the concept is 
needed. To clarify the concept this chapter approaches two general questions that 
embrace the economic relevance of competition within industries: What is 
competition? and Why is competition important? These questions have been 
approached with the objective of identifying and defining some competition concepts 
and principles that will set up the context in which competition is discussed. Besides, 
the following discussions will help to the understanding of competition with 
appliance in the shiprepair and maintenance business. 
3.1.1 What is competition? 
 
A brief look at the evolution of the concept of competition can be useful to define it. 
The term competition was before the 18th century for long considered as “the act of 
endeavouring to gain what another endeavours to gain at the same time” as defined 
by Samuel Johnson (as cited in High, 2002, Competition, para. 1). This was only a 
definition under a pure philosophical context with poor usage in the economics field. 
However, the classical economists early identified competition as an economic 
phenomenon with an important role in the society’s dynamics of their days. For 
instance, in 1776 Smith analysed the freedom of the markets and observed that 
economic rivals tend to struggle for gain by underbidding or overbidding one another 
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and that competition comes as the process to reach a status of equilibrium between 
them (Smith, 1976).  
A different approach to the Smithian concept of competition based on the theory of 
value was exposed in 1874 by Cairnes who argued that psychological cost of the 
production factors determine the prices and due to the scarcity of capital competition 
comes in the exchange of products within and between industries (Cairnes in Stigler, 
1957, p. 3).  
 
In parallel with these theoretical concepts, the mathematical school defined 
competition under a more analytical lens. For instance, Cournot in 1838 studied the 
profit-maximization problem trying to analyse the situation of a producer in deciding 
how much to supply to a market taking as given the quantities supplied by rivals 
(Cournot in Vickers, 1995). With the creation of a model under specific assumptions 
about the market conditions of asymmetric producers, he discovered the effect of low 
marginal cost between firms. From this model, Cournot concluded that the result of 
competition is to reduce price and that no seller can influence the price of products 
available in the market (Cournot in Vickers, 1995). Cournot’s ideas are nowadays a 
key element of modern industrial organization theory. Based on these ideas the 
influence of the steel prices as a main raw material in shiprepair will be discussed 
later on in this dissertation.  
 
A part of the previous scholars mentioned, several economists attempted to analyse 
the phenomenon of competition in many different ways trying to define it in different 
contexts. Edgeworth stated some conditions of perfect competition that were based 
on larger traders, no coalition and bargaining free for all (Edgeworth in Vickers, 
1995). Additionally, systematic analysis of markets and economies were made by 
Jevons, Walras and Menger during the 1870s which along with the work of Arrow-
Debreu-MacKenziein in the same decade resulted in the equilibrium model of perfect 
competition (Stigler, 1957). Furthermore, the phenomenon was approached based on 
scientific observations in which Hicks (1895) concluded that competition evolves 
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from the rivalry of self interests and is just a stage which by nature ends in 
monopoly.  
 
The concept has continued evolving until today. It was clear that plenty of 
definitions and concepts have been made marking an evolution of what competition 
is for the business practitioners of today. Nevertheless, distinction of the scope of 
those definitions has been poorly worked. McNulty (1967) identified this lack of 
definition and stated that primary a fundamental distinction should be made between 
competition as a market structure and competition as a behavioural activity. 
 
In referring to the same dichotomy of concepts, George J. Stigler in his research 
about the history of competition stated “…it seems preferable, therefore, to adapt the 
concept of competition to changing conditions by another method” (Stigler, 1957, p. 
16). Analytical methods to study the phenomenon are out of the scope of the author 
of this paper, but adaptation of the concept of competition based on business 
conditions of today can be made. This is why competition for the purposes of this 
research is viewed not only as a behavioural activity that arises from the rivalry 
between individuals to obtain the best share of something not available for all, which 
has been identified for the shiprepair industry as a profit, but also, as a behaviour that 
is influenced by the market structure where it evolves from.  
3.1.2 Why is competition important? 
 
Different concepts of competition were reviewed and the most suitable definition of 
the phenomenon for the forthcoming discussions in this paper was built. From that 
review the importance of competition comes up as an aspect to identify in setting up 
the context of this research. It is important to mention that the rhetoric question that 
heads this short section was made in order to highlight economic and social 
considerations directly related with competition in societies, industries and countries. 
The following brief discussion about the relevance of competition represents not 
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only the very first rationale of doing this research but also the general motivation to 
analyse the phenomenon with detail in the shiprepair industry. 
 
Throughout the world’s history scholars have identified competition as an important 
phenomenon that generates several benefits for society. Generally speaking, some of 
them can be highlighted as follows: optimum allocation of resources (Yntemma, 
1941), production of knowledge (Holzner, 1982), promotion of innovation (Drucker, 
1985), provision of information to the consumers (Kotler, Armstrong, Saunders & 
Wong, 1996, pp. 210-211), success in international markets (Porter, 1998) and 
reduction of information costs (Stiglitz, 2002).  
 
Other benefits of competition can be identified from the perspective nations have 
about the issue. For instance the Organization for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (http://www.oecd.org/eco/structural/competition) refers to competition 
as a key element for market economies, which promotes economic growth, increases 
economic efficiency, stimulates the allocation of resources and lead to improved 
labour market performance. This is according to High (2002) the result of the 
permanent presence of competition in economic life determining prices, wages, 
methods of production, which products are produced and in what quantities, the size 
and organization of business firms, the distribution of resources and people’s 
incomes. A very important example of the benefits of competition could be that 
different firms producing different products/services provide different choices to 
consumers. This variety of producers ensure provision of quality and safety to the 
consumers and economic efficiency to the society assuring that what is produced is 
what consumers buy.   
 
But, analysing competition in an industry which is influenced by the behaviour of 
competitors and at the same time for the environment where the industry performs, 
(based on the definition previously settled) is a rather complex process. This is 
because no matter the country or the market where the business activity takes place, 
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there are numerous main differences between firms in an industry even when the 
product/service is homogeneous. Those differences include size, culture, 
organization, productivity, vision, financial capacity, network, good-will and 
experience (Grant, 2008). Due to these differences two features can be identified 
through which competition works in an industry, namely incentives and selection 
(Carlin & Seabright, 2007). Both of them are essential in illustrating the importance 
of competition. On one hand, because from incentives and selection come several 
economic benefits and guaranties not only for the demanders of the industry’s 
products/services but also for the industry itself. On the other hand, because they 
involve efficiency and optimality in which this discussion seeks to emphasize.  
 
In economics the term efficiency is usually defined as “the relationship between 
scarce factors inputs and outputs of goods and services” (Pass, Lowes & Davies, 
2000, p. 158), and optimality can be interpreted as the process to obtain “the best 
possible outcome within a given set of circumstances” (Pass et al., 2000, p. 380). 
However, they are processes that could explain industry behaviour. For instance 
Baumol (1977, p. 5) states that “optimality analysis should serve as a relative good 
predictor of economic behaviour” which means, he ads, “it should provide a 
reasonably good explanation of actual economic decisions and activities” and can 
explain how the “efficient calculator of optimal decisions” (as he refers to the 
economic units) would perform in its business activities. Based on this observation 
and taking into account that the objective of this paper is to identify and to analyse 
the main factors and opportunities of shiprepair centres, the importance of 
competition in this research is seen through the lens of efficiency and optimality.   
 
In identifying the importance of competition with the focus previously stated, two 
concepts from two of the most influential economists of the 18th and 19th centuries 
are considered relevant to be referred to. Both are related with distribution theory 
(Thirlwall, 1987) and can be used to illustrate how important efficiency is for 
industries. The first is the rationale about the role of the state’s actions in industry 
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markets of Smith (1976), which includes competitive infrastructure as a vital 
environment to achieve efficiency and highlight the state’s intervention as crucial for 
the optimal effect of competitive forces.  
 
The second concept is the “pareto optimality” of Pareto (Pass et al., 2000, p. 388). 
The concept of optimality in the words of Pareto refers to the enjoyment of 
maximum benefits by society’s members and it was explained as follows: “That is to 
say, any small displacement in departing from that position necessarily has the effect 
increasing the ophelimity which certain individuals enjoy, and decreasing that which 
others enjoy, of being agreeable to some, and disagreeable to others.” (Pareto, 1906, 
p. 261). The concept has been broadly analysed during the last century by 
economists and sociologists, and therefore its appliance in industries under modern 
microeconomic theory provide a better understanding of efficiency within the 
context of competition in industries. Professors Samuelson and Nordhaus (1998) 
defined clearly the concept stating that efficiency “occurs when no possible 
reorganization of production can make anyone better off without making someone 
else worse off” (Samuelson & Nordhaus, 1998, p. 148).   
 
But, why are the previous two concepts important in this research? They are 
important because in competing between each other, efficiency and optimality are 
what shiprepair yards strive for. This means that efficiency and optimality set up the 
arena in which industries behave to achieve competitiveness. As a result, highly 
competitive industries look for the right supply of products/services and for the 
optimal allocation of them among consumers. These tasks are not easy to achieve by 
firms in industries that have to bear several variables to be more competitive and 
productive. Previous economic analysis suggests that one determinant in achieving 
efficiency and optimality is the structure in which industries perform. For instance, 
Stigler (1957) concluded that in real economics environments efficiency is more 
likely to be achieved when competition exists and when industries perform in 
competitive structures. This is why in the following section of this dissertation the 
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competitive structure of the shiprepair industry is built and analysed. Until this point, 
the importance of competition for the purpose of this research can be identified in all 
the actions and initiatives the firms strive to achieve in order to face rivalry. These 
actions encompass efficiency and optimality that lead industries to apply different 
competitive strategies. 
3.2 The competitive structure of the shiprepair industry 
 
The global economic growth has been generating important changes that impact   
industries’ dynamics. The shiprepair industry is not an exception and its market is 
becoming day by day more international and competitive. In the previous chapter 
was evidenced that industry’s competitive structures play an important role in the 
dynamics of competition. Therefore within the structure of the shiprepair industry 
several variables affecting its competition can be identified. This chapter seeks to 
build and to discuss the competitive structure of the shiprepair industry. The analysis 
is made in the frame of Porter’s five forces model for analysing industries and 
competitors (Porter, 1980). In doing so a brief review of the model with its main 
features is made and then identification and assessment of the actors, forces and 
determinants of the intensity of competition in the shiprepair industry is carried out. 
3.2.1 Porter’s five forces model for analysing industries and competitors 
 
An industry is generally defined as “a group of related economic activities classified 
according to the type of good or service supplied” (Pass et al., 2000, p. 252). In 
supplying products or services industries are referred as areas of economic 
production in which large amounts of capital is invested before any profit can be 
realized (Parking, Powel & Matthews, 1997, pp. 262-270). However, the standard 
economic neo-classic hypothesis is that industries seek to maximise profit from 
producing and selling an output in a market (Tirole, 1988, pp. 34-35). In this context 
competition as it was defined in section 3.1.1 arises as an important issue.  
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Scholars and practitioners have been studying not only the interaction between 
competitors but also the influence from the structure as such in the competition 
environment of certain sectors. Porter (1980, pp. 126-154) concluded through his 
research about the business environment in which the industries deploy and perform, 
that the structure of the industries has a strong influence in determining the level of 
competition in the industry, its drivers and the strategies adopted by competitors. To 
analyse competitive structures, Porter (1980, pp. 3-29) provides a framework which 
models the business environment in which industries perform. In this model 
industries are being influenced by five forces that determine the intensity of 
competition within them. These five forces are: the bargaining power of buyers, the 
bargaining power of suppliers, the threat of new competitors, the threat of substitutes 
and rivalry between existing competitors.  
 
Regarding the threats of new entrants in an industry, Porter (1980, pp. 7-16) explains 
that they are able to raise the level of competition within industries reducing its 
attractiveness. He also states that such a threat largely depends upon the existing 
barriers to entry. These barriers as defined by the OECD Policy Brief of January 
2007, are the cost of producing (at some or every rate of output) that must be faced 
by a firm which seeks to enter into an industry but is not faced by firms already in 
the industry (OECD, 2007). The status of these barriers varies from industry to 
industry, and according to Porter’s model their major sources are: economies of 
scale, product differentiation, capital requirements, switching costs, access to 
distribution channels, cost disadvantages and government policy. 
 
But, new entrants are not the only force that might bring down the industry’s 
attractiveness. The presence of substitute products or services limits the potential 
returns of an industry. Porter (1980, pp. 23-24) explains that this limitation is created 
by placing ceilings on the prices that an industry is able to charge. The ceiling in a 
specific industry will depend upon the industry’s overall elasticity of demand, the 
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buyer’s willingness to substitute, the relative price and performance of substitutes 
and the costs of switching to substitutes. 
 
Another force identified in the model is the bargaining power of the suppliers. The 
cost of items bought from suppliers such as raw materials or components might have 
a significant impact on a company’s profitability. If suppliers have a high bargaining 
power over an industry, then such an industry may become less attractive. The 
bargaining power of suppliers can be high when: there are many buyers and few 
dominant suppliers, there are differentiated highly valued products, the supplier’s 
product is an important input to the buyer’s business, suppliers threaten to integrate 
forward into the industry, buyers do not threaten to integrate backwards into supply 
or when the industry is not a key customer group for the suppliers (Porter, 1980, pp. 
27-29). 
 
The fourth force of Porter’s model shaping the competitive structure of an industry is 
the bargaining power of the buyers. This force is related with the theory of buyer 
behaviour, in which the final purchase decision will be affected by cultural, social, 
personal and psychological factors that in business transactions determine the buyer 
leverage (Kotler et al., 1996, pp. 270-272). The buyers are people or organizations 
who create demand in an industry and who will have a great bargaining power when: 
there are few dominant buyers and many sellers in the industry, products are 
standardized, supplier faces switching costs, buyers threaten to integrate backwards 
into the industry, suppliers don’t threaten to integrate forward into the buyer’s 
industry, buyers have access to full information about demand or when the industry 
is not a key supplying group for the buyers (Porter, 1980, pp. 24-26). 
 
In describing the fifth force that influences the competitive structure of an industry, 
the concept of pure perfect competition should be discussed. Perfect competition in 
an industry takes place when four conditions have been met. These conditions are: 
the existence of many firms, homogeneity of products, independent decision-making 
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and freedom of entry and exit (Krugman, Wells & Graddy, 2008, pp. 212-213). This 
means that hypothetically no producer or consumer has the market power to 
influence prices. However, competition is rarely perfect and firms are no passive 
price takers. Competitors commonly strive for competitive advantages over their 
rivals in order to improve their position. This creates an intense rivalry that at the end 
will determine the stability of the market and the changes in supply and demand of 
products or services. The intensity of rivalry is influenced by the following factors 
that makes it greater: large number of firms, slow industry growth that causes firms 
to fight for market share, high fix or storage costs, low switching cost, low levels of 
product differentiation, existing of high strategic stakes, high exit barriers, diversity 
of rivals and industry shakeout (Porter, 1980, pp. 17-22).               
3.2.2 The competitive structure of the shiprepair industry 
 
In the previous section the influence of the forces in the structure of the industries 
and their impact on the industry profitability was clearly identified. Key factors such 
as prices, costs, required investment and return on investment are driven by the 
collective strength of these forces. Therefore, the identification of them is a relevant 
activity that has to be addressed when discussing competition. This section seeks to 
discuss and analyse the actors and determinants in the shiprepair industry under the 
model previously described in order to identify and assess the forces driving 
competition in that industry. Figure 1 illustrates the competitive structure of the 
shiprepair industry built for the purposes of this research.   
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Figure 1 Competitive Structure of the Shiprepair Industry 
Source: Author, inspired by Porter’s model of competition, Porter, 1980. 
3.2.2.1 Shipowners: the buyers of the service 
 
Since the activity of repair and maintenance (R&M) of ships is the one under 
discussion, who is entitle to procure and to deploy these activities will be the one 
appointed as a buyer. R&M of ships is influenced by several factors, for instance 
ship type, age, employment and level of ship care provided are important 
determinants. Ship’s R&M can be approached in the frame of the two main 
classifications of maintenance used in engineering: corrective and preventive 
maintenance (Idhamar, 1986, pp. 16-17). In this context ship’s R&M can be 
scheduled to deploy preventive maintenance and class surveys, or it can be 
unscheduled to attend equipment’s breakdowns and accidents such as collision or 
grounding. Whichever the case could be, R&M is requested and demanded by the 
shipowner. The shipowner as defined by a model course in maritime law developed 
by the International Maritime Organization in 1993 is the person (or company) who 
is responsible for the daily operation of the ship engaged in trade, the one who has 
the highest command authority and the one who has an ownership interest on the 
ship (IMO, 1993, pp. 19-20).  
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 Shipowners see R&M as a key activity to operate the ship efficiently, and therefore it 
is important in achieving productivity and profitability. Consequently, the general 
objective of R&M for the shipowners is the minimization of the ship’s deterioration. 
And, in dealing with this task five fundamental considerations from their perspective 
can be identified. These considerations are: safety and seaworthiness as a legal 
obligation of the shipowner, extension of the economic life of the ship, improvement 
of the ship’s resale value, performance in carrying the cargo, efficiency on operating 
expenses and finally the environmental impact of ship’s operation (Kalland & 
Wilhelmsen, 1985, pp. 1-2). 
              
 
3.2.2.2 Main suppliers in the shiprepair industry 
 
Ship’s R&M involve several activities, and the maintenance work is usually 
organized by the technical systems and sub-systems that comprise a ship. The 
European Union Study of Competitiveness and Benchmarking in the Field of Marine 
Equipment (2000) provides a complete classification of the ship’s systems and 
subsystems. This classification was taken as a frame to identify the industries 
suppling equipment, materials and services that provide the most relevant inputs in 
R&M. The technical systems included are: structure, machinery, navigation, 
communications, pollution control, cargo, hotel, safety, medical, mooring, steering 
and services. In this analysis, only the suppliers involve in the R&M of the ship’s 
structure and machinery are approached. This is because the R&M of the hull, the 
main engines and the generators represent a big portion in the capital expenditure of 
the ship’s R&M budget (Hunt & Butman, 1995, p. 13-1). Therefore, suppliers of 
steel, spare parts of electric generators, spare parts of main engines and marine 
equipment can be identified as crucial suppliers in the shiprepair industry.   
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3.2.2.3 The competitors in the industry 
 
The competitors in the shiprepair industry are shiprepair facilities that provide varied 
R&M services for ships. Many of them provide basic repair and maintenance 
services, some offer dry-docking, others offer highly specialised services and others 
offer full shipyard services. This repair facilities are equipped with dry-docks where 
ships are surveyed and repaired (Brodie, 2003, p. 91). Shiprepair facilities can be 
established for small ships and for larger tonnage. For the former, the R&M can be 
undertaken in marine lifts, marine railways or slipways. For ocean-going vessels 
R&M is carried out at three primary types of repair docks: graving docks, floating 
docks and ship lifts (Drewry, 2001, pp. 77-78). The shiprepair facilities can be 
categorized by the ownership of the infrastructure and superstructure they use. This 
infrastructure can be public when a state controlled yard is using their own facilities, 
it can be private when a private yard is using their own facilities and it can be public 
repair facilities used or leased by one or several private repair companies (Drewry, 
2001, p. 92).       
      
3.2.2.4 Potential entrants 
 
The potential entrants can be identified as the new shiprepair facilities that might 
start operating in the short and long term. However, several sectors of the maritime 
industry that in one way or another have a relationship with the ship’s R&M and 
ship’s operation can be considered as potential R&M services providers. Two of 
those sectors can be identified as the most representative. They are the current 
industries suppling marine equipment and companies providing specialized R&M for 
ships but subcontracted by shiprepair yards. Another potential R&M provider is the 
shipowner itself. Shipowners and ship operators are already deploying basic level of 
maintenance on board the ship, and some crew members usually participate in the 
reparations and maintenance activities carried out in dry-docking. Big shipping lines 
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with many vessels in operation could find in-house R&M attractive to reduce 
maintenance costs and to improve quality of services.       
3.2.2.5 Substitutes  
 
In general, the substitutes of R&M in the shiprepair industry can be identified as the 
alternatives the buyer of the service has when the time of R&M comes. These 
alternatives can be identified from the common maintenance levels use in naval 
engineering such as predictive, preventive and corrective (Alexander, Starr & 
O’Donnel, 1990, pp. 1-2). The two formers levels of maintenance only give one 
alternative to the shipowner, it is to bring the ship to any shiprepair facility. On the 
other hand, corrective R&M caused by accidents is often costly and thus it puts the 
shipowner in a more complex decision process. The options available for the 
shipowner in such a case are: demolition, scraping, conversion, selling of the ship in 
the second hand market or buying a new ship when whichever of the previous 
alternatives have been chosen. All of these options eliminate the possibility of R&M. 
However, the most suitable decision will depend of the financial burden falling upon 
the shipowner in meeting repair costs by the time they might come. In the long run 
shipowner’s financial constraints affect predictive and preventive R&M as well. This 
is because programmed R&M gets greater with the age of the ship that reduces its 
economic value and until certain extent it leads the owner to the same dilemma. 
3.2.2.6 A brief analysis of the competition forces interacting in the in the 
shiprepair industry 
 
The analysis of the competition forces that interact in the shiprepair industry bring up 
common competition conditions faced by shiprepair yards. The previous review of 
Porter’s model has suggested that the characteristics of the competition forces drive 
the competitive strategies adopted within the shiprepair industry. This is why the 
most relevant competition forces are subject of analysis and assessment. In the 
assessment that follows, general indicatives such as strong, moderate or weak are 
assigned for each force. 
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3.2.2.6.1 Bargaining power of buyers 
 
Since the shipowners were identified as the buyers of ship R&M services, a general 
view of the world fleet structure can help to determine how dominant the shipowners 
could be. According the Review of Maritime Transport 2006 published by the United 
Nations Conference on Trade and Development (2006, p. 19), the world fleet (by 
principal type of vessels: oil tanker, dry bulk, general cargo and containers ships) 
stood at 960 million dead weight tonnes (dwt) on 1 January of 2006, accounted for 
an average growth of 4.5 percent during the previous three years. Additionally, the 
average age of the world fleet was 12.2 years and the ownership by tonnage 
distribution was leading by open registry countries with 45 percent, developed 
countries with 26.9 percent and developing countries with 22.7 percent (UNCTAD, 
2006, p. 20-21). Furthermore, Greece, Japan, Germany and China were registered as 
the most important maritime countries accounting for 47.6 percent of the world dwt 
(UNCTAD, 2006, p. 33). The trend reflects a constant growth of the number of ships 
world wide and implies that today shipowners are concentrated in Europe and East 
Asia.   
 
The measuring of repair capacity is very complex, especially for the purpose of 
doing a comparison with some form of shiprepair demand. This is because shiprepair 
is a global activity, which is carried out in varied degrees in most countries around 
the world. However, recent studies carried out by Ocean Shipping Consultants Ltd in 
The World Ship Repair Market to 2015 (2002) registered the existence of 681 dry-
docks in the world able to afford ships from 10,000 dwt to 350,000 dwt. Among that 
number of dry-docks the most representatives are located in South & South-East 
Asia (154 facilities), Northern Europe (130 facilities), Southern Europe (120 
facilities), North America (81 facilities) and Middle East (79 facilities) (OSC, 2002, 
pp. 125-126).        
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From these general observations it can be concluded that the international market 
where the demand and supply of ship R&M services are met is mainly within South 
& South-East Asia and Europe. Under this consideration it is clear that in these 
regions there is an oversupply of shiprepair facilities. This implies that the tonnage 
demanding R&M can find repair capacity available with no great limitations. There 
are additional aspects that make this oversupply of ship R&M services worse off in 
terms of competition. One of the principal aspects is the tendency of shipowners to 
integrate horizontally into the shipping industry. Pools in tramp shipping as mergers 
and acquisitions in liner shipping (Stopford, 1997), are clear examples of such 
strategic trends to enhance bargaining power towards all the actors in the shiprepair 
industry, in which shiprepair yards are included. Another aspect empowering the 
competitive conditions of shipowners in the industry, are the characteristics of 
shiprepair as an activity such as its labour intensity and its high operating costs. 
Furthermore, previous studies have identified that services provided by shiprepair 
yards are in most of the cases standardized (Drewry, 2001), which give shipowners 
plenty of options in the yard selection process when the time for R&M comes.  
 
The previous observations led to the conclusion that shipowners as buyers of R&M 
services do have a dominant bargaining power in the shiprepair industry. Shipowners 
can not avoid the costs of R&M that represent demand for shiprepair yards but they 
have world wide options to choose from. Therefore, it has been concluded that the 
bargaining power of buyers in the shiprepair industry is strong.      
 
3.2.2.6.2 Bargaining power of suppliers 
 
Previously it was identified that steel, marine equipment, spare parts for generators 
and spare parts for main engines are the main supplies for shiprepair yards. Recent 
studies suggested that industries supplying those resources (excluding steel) are few 
and highly concentrated. For instance, a survey made in 2001 registered a market 
share of 46 percent for the two world leading engine makers (Wartsilä NSD and 
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MAN B&W) and 23 percent for the other seven companies in the market (Drewry, 
2001, pp. 222-223). This clear concentration of engine and spare parts suppliers, 
makes shiprepair yards highly dependant on a few of them. In the study mentioned 
before carried out by Drewry (2001) it was also concluded that the average 
participation of subcontractors in shiprepair activities is 60 percent. This 
participation consist mainly of labour force and suppliers of marine equipment, that 
in mayor repair works arise as an important input due to its high value and its 
sophistication.   
 
A relevant general trend observed in the suppliers of engines and marine equipment 
is that they do not threat to integrate forward into the shiprepair business. They 
however, tend to provide directly specific services and equipment to ships if 
requested from shipowners. In addition, they have established service networks that 
enable them to operate globally through representatives and distributors in the most 
representative markets. This situation makes the suppliers less dependant of 
shiprepair yards requisitions and therefore more elastic in their negotiations.  
 
According to these general observations it can be concluded that suppliers of engines 
and marine equipment hold a dominant position. To these suppliers shiprepair yards 
are by nature an important customer group but they are not a key one and therefore, 
their bargaining power has been assessed as strong.      
 
3.2.2.6.3 Threat of new entrants 
 
The threat of new entrants is mainly determined by the existence and degree of 
barriers to entry the business. Several barriers to entry can be identified in the 
shiprepair industry. However, five are considered as the most relevant. They are: 
high labour costs, high logistics costs, research and development, existence of sunk 
cost and financial subsides from governments. All of them are related with the high 
level of investment that characterized the industry and lead to reducing its 
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attractiveness for potential investors. Therefore, the threat of new shiprepair yards 
entering the market has been assessed as weak.       
 
3.2.2.6.4 Threat of substitute products or services 
 
It was mentioned before that the substitutes of ship R&M services can be identified 
as the options shipowners have when the time of R&M comes. These options are 
mainly demolition, scrapping, conversion, re-selling or newbuilding of ships. The 
factor driving that decision is very subjective to each circumstance but five aspects 
seem to be highly influential on such a decision. These factors are: the financial 
burden when facing maintenance, the scrapping prices, the new building prices, the 
cost faced in switching to substitutes and the willingness of the shipowner to keep 
operating the ship. Unless the business of the owner could be ship sale and purchase, 
usually owners chose R&M until the economic life of the ship has ended and the 
capital invested has been recovered (Stopford, 1997, pp. 154-155). This is because 
dealing with markets of substitutes is time consuming, costly and only worth it when 
an accident has damage the ship severely. Under this prospective, the threat of 
shipowners to substitute R&M by any of the options mentioned has been assessed as 
weak.    
 
3.2.2.6.5 Rivalry between existing firms 
 
As indicated by the Baltic and International Maritime Council (BIMCO) the rivalry 
between shiprepair yards can be explained by certain conditions that vary from 
market to market such as turn around, geographic location and quality of the service 
(BIMCO, 2005). But, that intensity can be also driven by factors that apply globally 
and that will be analysed with detail in following chapters. Until this point with the 
aim of assessing the rivalry as competitive force in the structure of the industry, the 
opinion of the European shiprepair industry is referred to. The Community of 
European Shipyards Association in its Annual Report (2007) concluded that among 
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many factors the low production costs faced in South & South-East Asia and Middle 
East have been determining the level of competition within the markets. The 
organization argues that prices in those low cost regions are extremely attractive for 
shipowners and that price competition is fierce (CESA, 2006, pp. 27-28). This 
consideration leads to conclude partially that rivalry among existing shiprepair 
facilities in a global and regional basis is intense. 
  
3.3 The demand of shiprepair and maintenance services 
 
The previous analysis has already highlighted relevant issues regarding competition 
in the shiprepair industry. From the discussions presented, it has been clearly 
identified that market conditions as well as market structure are important to analyse 
the strategic behaviour of companies in whatever their business could be. Like all the 
economic activities, shiprepair is conditioned by the interaction of demand and 
supply. The demand of shiprepair has particular features that impact the dynamics of 
the market and therefore it is subject of analysis. In this section, a review of the main 
factors driving the demand of shiprepair and maintenance is made. The analysis 
seeks to identify how those issues impact the industry and its competition.  
 
The demand of ship R&M is affected by several factors that influence the 
competitive conditions of the market and that come from the main sources of 
shiprepair. The sources of ship R&M services are usually classified as a voyage 
R&M, emergency R&M and planned shipyard repair (Hunt & Butman, 1995). This 
classification depends upon where and when the R&M would be carried out. It 
depends also on how severe the wear and tear or damage of the ship is, which at the 
end will determine the facilities and time needed to carry out the repair. Despite this, 
a broader classification of the demand of ship R&M could be helpful to understand 
the main factors driving competition in the real economics dynamics of the ship 
R&M business. Drewry (2001), in The Global Shiprepair Market Outlook to 2005, 
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classified the demand of repair and maintenance of ships in schedule and 
unscheduled. The concepts seem to be understandable straight forward by 
professionals and people working in the maritime industry. Nevertheless, they 
encompass the main factors that shape the demand of ship R&M and therefore they 
should be subject of analysis. 
        
3.3.1 The scheduled shiprepair demand  
 
The scheduled demand of ship R&M represents in general all the pre-planned 
shiprepair work that is carried out on the ship. It can be match up to the concept of 
preventive maintenance in engendering, in which the aim is to prevent failure or to 
repair a breakdown after it has taken place (Criswell, 1983). Ships like all the 
machines are subject to wear and tear during their operation, in which physical and 
economic effects progressively diminish the ship’s capacity and speed among other 
performance factors (Hunt & Butman, 1995). It is precisely the level and 
sustainability of this performance that makes all the pre-planned ship R&M work 
very important. For instance, the European Safety, Reliability and Data Association 
(2001) refers to planned maintenance as a prime activity to achieve reliability, 
maintainability, availability and safety (ESReDA, 2001). Specific maintenance work 
and procedures are usually prescribed by the shipbuilder, the manufacturers of ship 
equipment and by the classification society of the ship. This discussion takes into 
account only the prescription of the classifications societies due to the strong 
influence that strict class surveys requirements have in the pre-planning of ship 
R&M.  
 
According to the International Association of Classification Societies (IACS) 
(http://www.iacs.org.uk) class surveys are determinant on ship R&M. This view is 
also shared by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and the BIMCO 
(BIMCO, 2006). But, why are the class surveys considered determinant of ship 
R&M? Perhaps, the insurance coverage shipowners can acquire to operate ships is a 
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part of the answer. This is because no insurance company will ensure a ship which is 
not certified by a classification society. However, by looking at the surveys that the 
classifications societies carry out in behalf of the Port State Control authorities, it 
could be possible to realize the dimension and impact on shiprepair demand. Lloyd’s 
Register Fairplay (2003) in the Docking Handbook described clearly the class 
statutory surveys for ships. That description can be found in Appendix 1 of this 
dissertation. 
         
The description illustrates in general the statutory and classification requirements for 
the ordinary surveys of the ships regarding hull survey, engine survey, propulsion 
survey, Load Line survey, marine pollution requirements including oil pollution 
prevention certificate, safety construction survey, cargo ship safety equipment survey 
and safety ratio survey (Mergner, 2003). The surveys are classified in annual, 
intermediate, survey for certificate renewal or special, continuous and periodical 
when they are applied to the ship’s hull and engines. The time frame and procedures 
recommended by IMO consigned in the Load Line Convention, the International 
Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) and the International Convention 
for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL) plays a very important role in 
planning the R&M of ships. The reason from an economic point of view is straight 
forward, for the surveys to be carried out the ship has to stop operations (without 
making any profit) and at least twice in a five year period it has to be taken to dry-
docking. Therefore, shipowners tend to carry out ship R&M as far as possible 
phasing it to coincide with dry-docking. This is why the scheduled demand of ship 
R&M for the shipyards will be determined in most of the cases by the coordination 
that takes place between the shipowners and the classifications societies. This 
coordination will seek the establishment of the most appropriate R&M plan to 
comply with the IMO regulations regarding vessel standards.   
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3.3.2 The unscheduled shiprepair demand 
As scheduled shiprepair demand represents the pre-planned ship R&M work, the 
unscheduled demand represents the repair work that has to be carried out when 
something unexpected has forced the ship to stop operations. It can be matched up to 
the concept of corrective maintenance in engineering which by definition “covers all 
maintenance which is carried out in order to correct or repair a fault in equipment” 
(Idhammar, 1986, p. 17). This situation can be caused by several types of failures in 
the ship’s machinery and navigation equipment as well as severe damages of the 
structure and steering system of the ships. However, according Drewry (2001), there 
are four important aspects that greatly determine the unscheduled demand of 
shiprepair. Those aspects are casualties involving ships, port state control, sale dry-
docking, reactivation of ships left in lay out and demolition of ships for being out of 
service.  
3.3.2.1 Casualties and accidents 
It is well known that shipping is risky, dangerous and sometimes a fatal activity. 
Accidents and casualties occur often and due to the level of their damage they are a 
major source of shiprepair work. The availability of data to measure the scale of the 
world casualties in order to see the correlation of the shipping casualties and 
accidents with the shiprepair work demanded is poor. However, in attempting to 
analyse the issue Drewry (2001) took data about major losses (ships requiring 
immediate repair) and minor losses (ships that were able to continue sailing 
undertaking repair work elsewhere) in shipping casualties during the period 1995 to 
1999 (see Figure 19 and Figure 20 in Appendix 2). The main conclusions of this 
analysis include records of about 9.500 incidents during the five year period. Among 
all the causes, collision/contact, fire/explosion, grounding, damage in machinery and 
bad weather were identified as the more common. On an annual basis 350 of those 
incidents were classified as major losses and 925 as minor losses. Additionally, the 
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analysis showed that the type of ships involved in those incidents were mainly 
general cargo ships and bulk carriers.  
But, could these conclusions be applied today? How much of the world fleet is 
annually repaired? Unfortunately global information about incidents is not available, 
and recent studies about the issue have not been carried out. Nevertheless, a close up 
in the current situation of shipping casualties of the United Kingdom (UK) could 
give a clue. This close up can be taken from the latest report of the Marine Accident 
Investigation Branch (MAIB), which is an organization that has been examining and 
investigating all types of marine accidents on board UK ships world wide and other 
ships in UK territorial waters for the last 17 years. The report concluded that even 
though the rate of accidents has decreased, the numbers are still high. For instance, 
1800 accidents were reported on UK merchant vessels, UK fishing vessels and 
pleasure craft. Specifically for merchant vessels (see Table 10 in Appendix 3), 2041 
accidents were registered from 1994 to 2006 (MAIB, 2006). Taking a look at the 
ship type involved in those accidents (see Table 11 in Appendix 3) dry cargo vessels 
are heading the list, followed by other commercial vessels and by passenger ships. 
Looking at the causes of the accidents (see Table 12 in Appendix 3), during the 
period 2000 to 2006 in the UK the most common causes of ship casualties were 
machinery failure, contact, collision, fire/explosion and grounding.  
This statistics of the MAIB report (2006) imply that the situation of casualties has 
not changed much, at least not in the UK. As was stated before, these are statistics 
from which it is not possible to draw general conclusions, but they certainly 
demonstrate that casualties and accidents of different levels occur often. The type of 
ships involved in the accidents and their main causes entail as well that most of those 
incidents resulted in major losses and therefore that shiprepair work has been carried 
out to a great extent. From this analysis it is possible to conclude that today 
casualties and accidents involving ships at sea are determinants of unscheduled 
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shiprepair demand and therefore, they influence the conditions of the shiprepair 
market. 
3.3.2.2  Port State Control 
 
Port State Control (PSC) as defined by IMO is “the inspection of foreign ships in 
national ports to verify that the condition of the ship and its equipment comply with 
the requirements of international regulation and that the ship is manned and operated 
in compliance with these rules” (http://www.imo.org). The rules referred in this 
passage are the ones mentioned before such as SOLAS, MARPOL, Load Lines, 
International Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue (SAR), the International 
Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Wachkeeping for Seafarers 
(STCW), the Convention on the International Satellite Organization, International 
Convention for Safe Containers (CSC), Convention on the International Regulations 
for Preventing Collisions at Sea (COLREG) and International Safety Management 
code (ISM) among others.  
 
In the framework of those instruments, PSC authorities are entitled to inspect vessels 
and detain them if a severe damage that might compromise the safety of the ship is 
identified. Shipowners might have to rectify the damage in a shiprepair yard of the 
local area or they might proceed to a shiprepair yard of their choice depending upon 
the level of the defects discovered. IMO has been leading the establishment of some 
Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) among IMO’s state members on a regional 
level with the aim of encouraging strict control on substandard ships and 
enforcement of safety regulations on a world basis (http://www.imo.org). But, how 
can that enforcement impact shiprepair? In attempting to see that influence, 
statistical information of the inspections carried out during the period 2003-2007 was 
collected from the MOUs information centres. The information was obtained from 
the data bases of the Paris Memorandum Secretariat (http://www.parismou.org), the 
Tokyo MOU (http://www.tokyo-mou.org), the United States Coast Guard Port State 
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Information Exchange (http://psix.uscg.mil), the Viña del Mar Agreement 
(http://200.45.69.62/index_i.htm), the Indian Ocean MOU (http://www.iomou.org) 
and the Mediterranean MOU (http://www.medmou.org). The number of inspections 
carried out versus the number of detentions due to deficiencies identified (ships 
requiring immediate repair), were compared in order to get a general percentage of 
ships taken to shiprepair work in each specific MOU jurisdiction. The information 
obtained is summarized in Table 1. 
 
          Table 1    Vessels Inspected vs. Vessels Detained in Regional MOUs 2003-2007 
 
MOU Vessels 
Inspected 
Vessels 
Detained 
% Vessels 
repaired 
Paris Memorandum Secretariat 85.871 4.886 5.6 
Tokyo MOU 110.061 6.005 5.4 
USCG PSC N/A 5.000 N/A 
Viña del Mar Agreement* 22.055 784 3.5 
Mediterranean MOU 10.528 2.067 19.6 
Indian Ocean MOU 23.843 1.914 8 
Note*: Year 2007 not included 
Source: Author, data compiled from statistics of the Paris Memorandum Secretariat, the 
Tokyo, Viña del Mar, Mediterranean and Indian MOUs and the USCG PS Information 
exchange. 
 
 
There are several factors such as density of trade, inspection capabilities and 
inspection criteria of the PSC authorities that influence the number of inspections 
that MOUs carry out. Those factors were not considered in the comparison above 
and therefore, conclusions made from it are not reliable. However, Table 1 shows 
that there is a clear impact from inspections on the shiprepair activity in all the areas 
of the MOUs jurisdiction. This in general terms indicate that ships operating in those 
areas had to call to a local shiprepair facility in order to be repaired or maintained. It 
is clear as well that inspection activities are more intense in Asia and Europe 
suggesting that in those shiprepair markets the action of PSC authorities have more 
influence. 
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3.3.2.3  Sale dry-docking 
 
Ships can be sold after a certain period of use. This activity creates the sale and 
purchase market that trades second-hand ships (Stopford, 1997). Generally speaking, 
the process to carry out a buying/selling of a ship involves several phases. One of the 
most important of those phases is the inspection of the ship. Such an inspection is 
usually carried out by the Classification Society Inspector or by a surveyor acting as 
the buyer’s representative (Drewry, 2001). The inspection can be documental or 
physical. The former is made to check out the mechanical and structural history of 
the ship over the records provided by the classification society. The latter is made to 
check the conditions of the structure, machinery, navigation system, steering system 
and mooring system, in which the ship has to be taken to dry-docking.  
 
The IACS through its common structural rules and procedures encourage shipowners 
from the seller’s and buyer’s side to carry out a complete survey on the ship and this 
advice is usually followed in most of the ship sale and purchase transactions 
(http://www.iacs.org.uk). This is why the influence of the second hand transactions 
on unscheduled shiprepair work is straightforward understandable thought for each 
selling or buying procedure at least one dry-docking of the ship should be carried 
out. Furthermore, if reclaims on deficiencies by the buyer are to be made, the seller 
will likely require immediate repair work not replanned in order to assure the sale 
and posterior closing of the contract.    
3.3.2.4 Reactivation of ships 
 
The influence of reactivation of ships is straight forward as well. However, a short 
comparison between what can be understood as a reactivation and lay-up of ships 
could be useful to point out its impact on unscheduled shiprepair demand. Lay-up 
can be defined as the “temporary cessation of trading of the ship by a shipowner 
during a period when there is a surplus of ships in relation to the level of available 
cargoes” (Brodie, 2003, p. 141). This provisional stopping of the operation of the 
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ship can be classified in several ways. For instance, the University-National 
Oceanographic Laboratory System of United States (UNOLS) in designing the 
criteria and process for recommending non-operational periods of ships in the 
UNOLS fleet refers to some of those classifications. UNOLS (2006, p. 1) defines 
“cold lay-up” as the situation where most of the crew members are laid off, the ship 
does not sail and maintenance is kept to a minimum. Additionally, UNOLS (2006, p. 
1) defines “hot lay-ups”, “partial lay-ups” and “stand-downs” as non-operational 
periods where the ship is tied up, most of the crew members are retained and 
maintenance is carried out permanently to make the ship ready to sail. The former 
concept represents more demand of R&M for ships than the later concepts when it 
comes to reactivation of ships. That is the conclusion that can be made taking into 
account what reactivation means. Reactivation of ships can be interpreted as the 
process of taking the ship from the status of lay-up (whichever it could be) to full 
operation. Logically, the kind and quantity of repair work needed to put the ship in 
operation will depend upon factors such as type and duration of the lay-up, as well as 
the level and quality of the maintenance procured by the shipowner during that 
period of time. Therefore, there is a clear impact from the process of reactivation of 
ships on the unscheduled shiprepair demand.           
3.3.2.5 Demolition Market 
 
It was already identified in a previous section that the shipowner faces a critical 
decision process once the useful life of the ship is heading to an end. At that phase 
not only the operating costs but also the R&M costs of the ship increase. This R&M 
becomes expensive making the expenditures to keep the ship in operation go beyond 
the economic breakeven point in the financial balance of the shipowner. An example 
of this situation can be taken from a quality survey made over the useful life of a 
Capesize bulk carrier.  The surveys were carried out when the ship reached five, ten 
and twenty years of operation focusing in periodic maintenance, voyage cost and 
operating costs. As can be seen in Figure 2 in which the structure cost of the ship is 
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compared, both operating and periodic maintenance cost increased along with the 
age of the ship.  
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Figure 2  Capesize bulk carrier costs and age 
Source: Stopford, 1997. 
 
Stopford (1997) concluded from the results of those surveys that the maintenance 
cost of a 20-year-old standard capesize ship can be about twice that of a new one. 
But, how does the decision to demolish the ship influence the demand of shiprepair? 
Drewry (2001), explains that two main influences can be identified: one positive and 
one negative. The former is based on the requirements of gas-free that ships need to 
fulfil before being sent to demolition, which implies demand for such a service to 
shiprepair yards (considering that shiprepair yards have the appropriate infrastructure 
and equipment to carry out the gas-freeing process safely). The later is negative 
because the decision of phasing out the ship means giving up the maintenance of it, 
and therefore no demand of R&M will be made to shiprepair yards. In general the 
analysis of that influence is more complex because the shipowner’s decisions 
regarding operation, lay-up or demolition are unique and no pattern can be identified 
to analyse a clear trend of those activities. 
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4 Analysis of the main factors driving shiprepair competition 
 
It was stated in the introduction of this dissertation that one of the purposes in 
carrying out the research was to identify the main drivers of competition in the 
shiprepair industry. According to previous studies there are many issues that drive 
the conditions of competition within the industry. For instance, Drewry (2001) 
highlighted the geographical location and the price of steel work as the most 
important. On the other hand, Ocean Shipping Consultants Ltd (2002) appointed the 
development of the sector and the new trends of the shipping industry as 
determinants in the competitive arena. In this research both views are taken into 
account selecting from them the most relevant issues that can impact shiprepair as an 
industry. These issues are: low prices of steel work, sea borne trade and patterns, 
world fleet age profile, conditions of the freight rate and prices in shipbuilding, 
second hand and scrapping markets. With the exception of the issue of low prices in 
steel work, the previous issues mentioned are analysed and discussed in this chapter. 
The issue of low prices of steel work is analysed in Chapter five because it is also 
seen, by the author, as an opportunity to compete in the industry.  
 
4.1 Sea borne trade and trade patterns 
 
The relationship between sea borne trade and ship R&M is straight forward. Sea 
borne trade is carried out by ships that as discussed before require repair and 
maintenance to operate. Therefore, the more sea borne trade demanded, the more 
ships required and consequently the more ship R&M provided. But, how could the 
conditions of the shiprepair market be influenced? In order to identify that influence 
three correlations were built. The first one is a comparison between the shiprepair 
turnover of Europe and the sea borne of the same region from 1996 to 2005. The data 
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was obtained from annual reports (1996-2006) of the Community of European 
Shipyards Association (CESA) and the Review of Maritime Transport 2006 issued 
by the United Nations Conference for Trade and Development (UNCTAD). In 
Figure 2 it can be observed that shiprepair turnover decreased continuously with a 
decrease in sea borne trade during the 1990s. Additionally, from 2000-2001 an 
increment of the European shiprepair turnover goes practically in parallel with a 
smooth recovery of the European sea borne trade. The correlation between the trends 
of both variables is clear, but it is not the only correlation that can be analysed. The 
distribution of the world sea borne trade can also lead to important conclusions.  
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Figure 3  European Shiprepair Turnover & Sea Borne Trade 
Source: Author, data compiled from CESA and UNCTAD 2006 
Note: Axe (x) is expressed in Mt: Million Tonnes for Sea Borne trade and M€: 
Million Euros for Ship Repair Turnover 
 
The distribution of sea borne trade can be analysed by country, by the relationship 
between trade and economic growth, it can be analysed geographically by region or 
by main commodities traded (Stopford, 1997). Here only the growth of sea borne 
trade (reflected by the concentration of shipping activities) was taken into account 
through a comparison of it with the concentration of shiprepair work.  In Figure 3 it 
can be observed that Asia (excluding Japan) registered a dramatic increase in 
shipping activities until 2001. More recently the situation does not change at all. In 
2005 Asia was the continent with the largest share of the world tonnage of sea borne 
loaded goods with 38.8 percent, followed by North and South America with 22.1 
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percent (UNCTAD, 2006). These are general statistics, but today most of the global 
shiprepair work is carried out at the main shiprepair centres in Asia. Therefore, a 
strong correlation between those variables can be identified. 
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Figure 4  Regional Shipping Activity 1987 – 2001 
Note: INDEX for year 1987 = 100 
Source: Ocean Shipping Consultants, 2002. 
 
Another aspect that can show the correlation between ship R&M and sea borne trade 
is the sea trading patterns between regions. For instance, the trade flows in liner 
shipping registered in 2006 (see Figure 4) measured in Twenty Equivalent Units 
(TEU) illustrate the dimension of sea borne trade going in and out of Asia to and 
from Europe and North America.  
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Figure 5  Trade Flows in Liner Shipping 2006 
Source: Maersk Line, Seminar Malmö, 2007. 
 
Generally speaking, it can be concluded that South & South-East Asia is today 
without doubt the region with the highest concentration of sea borne trade and 
consequently the one where more shipping activities take place. Ship R&M is one of 
those shipping activities and the annual shiprepair turnover of ship repair centres 
located in that region speak by themselves. For instance, as reported by the 
Association of Singapore Marine Industries (ASMI) the shiprepair turnover in 2005 
for Singapore was 2,5 billion US dollars (http://www.asmi.com). In the other hand 
for China, the other Asian shiprepair main player, year 2005 registered a turnover of 
1,9 billion US dollars as reported by the Ministry of Shipping, Road Transport and 
Highways of India (2007, p. 43). This can be compared with the shiprepair turnover 
in Germany, which was the highest in Europe in 2005. The turnover in Germany that 
year was 1,0 billion US dollars (CESA, 2006), about 50 percent less than the 
turnover in the Asian countries previously mentioned. 
 
4.2 Age profile of the world fleet 
 
There are two salient factors regarding the world fleet that influence the shiprepair 
market. The first is the vessel employment that can have an impact on shiprepair 
work by size, type or by sector where the ships are operated (OSC, 2002). The 
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second is the age profile (Drewry, 2001). The former is important because size and 
type of ships will determine the shiprepair capacity required to satisfy the demand of 
ship R&M services in terms of infrastructure, equipment and technology. But age 
profile is a crucial determinant of shiprepair work load and class surveys. Regarding 
the work load a comparison was  made between the European shiprepair turnover 
from 1996 to 2005 and the average age of the European fleet during the same period 
taken from CESA Report (2006) and the Review of Maritime Transport (UNCTAD, 
2006). In Figure 5 it can be observed how slight but constantly, the European 
shiprepair turnover has been decreasing while the average ship age has decreased 
from 14.9 years in 1996 to 10.3 years in 2005.    
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Figure 6  European shiprepair turnover & ship age in Europe 
Note: Axe (x) is expressed in thousand million Euros for shiprepair 
turnover and in years for Average Ship Age.  
Source: Author, data compiled from CESA and UNCTAD 2006, 16 
European countries included in the calculation.  
 
The class surveys, as discussed with more detail in section 3.3.1, create demand for 
ship R&M. As the ship gets older, wear and tear has more impact and R&M is 
carried out more often. Due to that impact the rolling inspections carried out by the 
classifications societies have a frequency that is related with the age of the ship. The 
more representative class surveys described in Appendix 1 are carried out every five 
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years once ships are delivered (Mergner, 2003, p. 265). As was stated before 
shipowners are likely to programme and to extend R&M trying to keep pace with 
those class surveys. This tendency of shipowners suggests that the age distribution of 
the world fleet can reflect the frequency through which ships have been sent to 
R&M. This is why a general observation of the world merchant fleet for 2005 
organized by age segments of five years can be useful to understand the impact of 
age on shiprepair.           
 
Table 2  Age distribution of the World Fleet 
 
Source: UNCTAD – Review of Maritime Transport 2006 
Note: numbers in percentage of the total dwt 
*To calculate the average age, it has been assumed that the ages of the vessels are distributed evenly 
between the lower and upper limits of each age group. For the 20-years-and-over age group, the 
middle point has been assumed to be 23.5 years. 
 
 
Table 2 illustrate the age distribution of the world merchant fleet, by the main type of 
vessels as of 1 January of 2006. In this table it can be observed that general cargo 
vessels are in average the oldest type of vessel and container ships the youngest, 
being the former type of ship more likely to call shiprepair yards more often. 
Additionally, it can be noticed that the distribution of vessels within four and nine 
years of service is quiet even, and so is the distribution within vessels fourteen and 
nineteen years old. This suggest a stable demand for ship R&M work over 70 percent 
of the world fleet considering only minimum class surveys. However, the age 
distribution of the world fleet illustrates that 27 percent of the world fleet is over 
twenty years of age. This suggests that about one third of the world fleet generates a 
less stable demand of ship R&M.  
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The trends explained here have together contributed to increase the level of 
competition in the shiprepair industry. On one hand because the average of the world 
fleet has decreased 31 percent during the last ten years diminishing the demand of 
R&M services. And on the other hand because the shipowners of more than 70 
percent of the world fleet (having young ships in operation) are able to extend R&M 
activities until the most convenient repair contract is reached. This in general 
indicates that shipowners hold a strong bargaining power in negotiating with 
shiprepair yards and therefore, they make competition within the industry more 
intense.       
4.3 Conditions of the freight rate 
 
In the shipping market, supply and demand is linked by the freight rate. The freight 
rate increases when there is lack of carrying capacity stimulating shipowners to 
supply more maritime transport, and it drops when there is an overcapacity forcing 
part of the world tonnage to lay out (Stopford, 1997). In the ups and downs of this 
mechanism shiprepair is impacted due to the reluctance of shipowners to carry out 
R&M when freights are either low or high. This behaviour from shipowners can be 
explained on one hand by the economic concept of opportunity cost (Nagle & 
Holden, 2002, p. 29) applied by shipowners when incomes are increasing. And, on 
the other hand by the lack of budget for maintenance when the revenue is low or 
simply when it has not been generated. Previous studies tried to demonstrate how the 
conditions of the freight rate influence the shiprepair activity. For instance, Drewry 
(1994) analysed the yard selection process to carry out a standard repair routine on a 
vessel of 30.000 dwt. The analysis demonstrated that when freight rate is low 
quotations will tend to be lower than when the freight rate is high.  
 
The previous conclusion is useful, but it is old and more recent information can be 
used to illustrate that impact. In attempting to see if more recently the trend is the 
same, a relevant correlation can be made. In this case an aggregate freight index from 
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1996 to 2002 calculated by Ocean Shipping Consultants Ltd. (2002, p. 164) was 
compared with the shiprepair turn over of Europe for the same period (see Figure 6).      
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Figure 7  Aggregate freight index & European shiprepair turnover 
Note: Index for year 1986 = 100 
Source: Author for the shiprepair turnover, data compiled from CESA, 2006. Aggregate 
freight index taken from Ocean Shipping Consultants Ltd, 2002.  
 
 
The freight index taken was elaborated taking into account all the trading regions, 
not only Europe. However, a clear correlation can be identified between the trends of 
the two variables. The conditions of the freight were low from 1996 to 1999 and so 
was the shiprepair turnover. The same negative effect can be observed during the 
period 2000 to 2002 but this time with the freight rate in a rising trend. This analysis 
suggests that freight rate conditions do affect the conditions of the shiprepair market. 
The conditions of the freight rate whether they could be positive or negative can 
make shiprepair yards bid with low prices to at least break even in bad times. And, in 
doing so their bargaining power is reduced and competition within the industry 
becomes more intense.  
4.4 Shipbuilding prices, second hand prices and tonnage scrapped  
The building of new ships, the trading of second-hand ships and the demolition of 
ships have always been analysed as issues of the maritime industry indirectly related 
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with the shiprepair industry. The issues have been analysed by scholars in an 
economic context as markets that the activities create by themselves (Stopford, 
1997). They have not been treated as factors affecting the shiprepair market. In this 
section they are analysed with the purpose of identify their influence on the 
shiprepair industry and the effects on competition within that industry.    
 
In the first case, the European shiprepair turnover from 1997 to 2006 is compared 
with the shipbuilding prices registered during the same period. Since information 
about the type of ships repaired during that period in Europe was not available, the 
newbuilding prices of the five main types of ships were compiled and drawn together 
with the data of the European shiprepair turnover. Important conclusions can be 
drawn from the results. In Figure 7 it can be observed that during the period 
compared every time the prices of newbuildings dropped, so did the European 
shiprepair turnover. This trend can be explained by the willingness of shipowners to 
buy new ships instead of repairing and maintaining old tonnage when newbuilding 
prices are low. On the other hand, it can be observed that every time the prices of 
newbuildings rose, a moderate increment of the European shiprepair turnover was 
registered. This trend can be explained by the tendency of shipowners to invest in 
R&M when newbuilding prices are high, with the aim of extending the economic life 
of ships. 
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Figure 8  Newbuilding prices & European shiprepair turnover 
Note: Axe (x) is expressed in million euros for shiprepair turnover and in 
million dollars for ship’s prices. Values 40 & 20 only for shiprepair turnover 
should be read as 4 & 2.  
Source: Author, data compiled from CESA 1996-2006 and Drewry Shipping 
Insight 1997-2006. 
 
 
A second comparison can be made between the European Shiprepair turnover from 
1996 to 2006 and the second-hand prices of the five main types of ships registered 
during the same period. The correlation in this comparison is not as clear as the 
previous one. However, a moderate tendency of the European shiprepair turnover to 
decrease when second-hand prices of ships are low can be observed (see Figure 8). 
On the other hand, a slight tendency to increase can be observed in the European 
shiprepair turnover when the second hand prices of ships are high. In general, it can 
be observed that the impact of shiprepair from second hand prices according to this 
comparison is weak. This weak impact can be explained by the fact that when ships 
are getting old and the second hand market is booming, shipowners are likely to sell 
the ship out instead of repairing it.     
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Figure 9  Second-hand prices of ships & European shiprepair turnover 
Note: Axe (x) is expressed in million euros for shiprepair turnover and in 
million dollars for ship’s prices. Values 40 & 20 only for shiprepair 
turnover should be read as 4 & 2.  
Source: Author, data compiled from CESA 1996-2006 and Drewry 
Shipping Insight 1997-2006. 
 
 
The third comparison is made between the European shiprepair turnover from 
1996 to 2002 and the total tonnage scrapped during the same period. The 
correlation between these two variables is clear and strong. In Figure 9 it can be 
observed that the European shiprepair turnover has registered downs when more 
tonnage has been scrapped and ups when the tonnage scrapped has decreased. 
The explanation for this trend is as straightforward as the correlation. The less 
tonnage in service to repair and to maintain, the less ship R&M services will be 
demanded. However, minimum R&M has to be kept and class surveys have to be 
carried out. Therefore, in the long term even though scrapping rates raise, the 
quantity of shiprepair services can rise as well. This is why from 2001 until 2002 
the European shiprepair turnover increased when more tonnage of the world fleet 
was scrapped.      
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Figure 10  Scrapping Rates & European shiprepair turnover 
Note: Axe (x) is expressed in million euros for shiprepair turnover 
and in millions for Dead Weight Tonnage 
Source: Author, data compiled from ICS Shipping Statistics 2002 
& CESA 1996- 2002. 
 
 
The previous analyses have demonstrated the impact of several relevant issues on the 
shiprepair industry. It has been clarified that they on one way or another, strongly or 
moderately do drive the competition dynamics of the shiprepair industry. The general 
conclusion arising from the analyses made of them is that there are many challenges 
for shiprepair centres to face when it comes to competition. In facing those 
challenges shiprepair centres have to build competitive advantages based on their 
strengths. Those competitive advantages represent the opportunities they have to 
compete within the market. Therefore, the most representative of the competitive 
advantages are analysed in the following chapter. 
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5 Analysis of competitive advantages as opportunities in shiprepair 
 
The competitive advantages that shiprepair centres posses represent the opportunities 
they have to compete in the market. They are as important as the drivers discussed 
before in the competition dynamics of the shiprepair industry. Those competitive 
advantages can be built on low cost or through differentiation (Grant, 2008). In this 
chapter the identification and analysis of the most relevant variables driving cost 
advantages and differentiation in the European shiprepair industry is made. The 
analysis aims to identify which are the most relevant opportunities for the European 
shiprepair yards in enhancing competitiveness.  
5.1 Cost Competitiveness in Shiprepair 
 
The neoclassical economic theory describe firms as profit-maximizing units which 
main objective is to make profit (Lipsey & Chrystal, 1999, pp. 116-117). In 
generating that profit firms deploy a production process for which inputs such as 
natural resources, raw materials, physical and mental efforts provided by people, 
machines, financial resources and in general man-made aids are needed. Those 
inputs are called factors of production and in modern economy their classification is 
labour, land, physical capital and human capital (Krugman et al., 2008, p. 290).  
 
In this research shiprepair yards were taken as business organizations that in 
maximizing their profit use the factors of production as optimal as possible. The 
achievement of that optimality will depend upon the production costs that shiprepair 
yards face in providing R&M services. Those production costs vary from place to 
place and along with the conditions of the market they determine quantities of 
production and prices of services provided (Baumol, 1977, pp. 267-268). This in 
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other words implies that in a high competitive activity like shiprepair the lower the 
production costs are, the cheaper the prices of ship R&M services can be offered. 
That reasoning leads to an important question, how does the production cost in the 
R&M business generate an advantage? The answer to this question can be found in 
the concept of the value chain and cost analysis of Porter (1998). He explains that 
firms competing in industries create internal value in the production chain trying to 
make themselves more cost flexible and therefore more cost competitive (Porter, 
1998). Regarding the achievement of that cost status he added that cost position of 
firms will be determined by their relative position versus the cost drivers of each 
main activity in the business. Based upon these concepts more recent strategy 
researchers have developed the concept further. For instance, Grant (2008, pp. 225-
227) concluded that drivers such as economies of scale, production techniques, 
product design, input costs, capacity utilization and residual efficiency shape the cost 
advantage of a firm. Grant (2008, pp. 228-238) asserts that the interaction between 
those drivers is determinant in building cost advantage, which will be reached when 
firms achieve a lower cumulative cost than their competitors. This leads to ask, how 
can this approach be identified in the shiprepair industry? In attempting to analyse 
the issue in the shiprepair business, a comparison between the potential generators of 
cost advantages in the countries where the main shiprepair centres are was made. 
The factors compared were labour costs and steel prices. They are considered cost 
drivers in shiprepair activities and therefore strong influential in the achievement of 
low cumulative costs.    
       
5.1.1 Labour Costs 
 
Labour costs are subject to analysis because they represent the costs of being in 
business. Its analysis is relevant because the abrupt differences between labour costs 
in different regions have been an issue often discussed by stakeholders in the 
shiprepair industry. The focus of those discussions is on Asia (Fairplay, 2005). For 
instance, international bodies with strong influence on the shiprepair industry in 
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Europe, such as the European Community of Shipyards Association (CESA) 
supported by the European Commission (EC), have claimed that prices offered in 
shiprepair centres located in South & South-East Asia are extremely low (CESA, 
2006). These bodies argue that in countries of those regions labour is incredibly 
cheap. They claim that this allows Asian shiprepair centres to charge prices 50 – 70 
percent below the prices offered by European shiprepair yards and consequently, the 
latter end up out of competition (CESA, 2006). But, is the difference in labour costs 
really that big? Are the most demanded shiprepair centres located in low labour costs 
countries? In attempting to answer these questions the following two short sections 
analyse the administration costs and the wages costs in the countries where the main 
shiprepair centres are located. 
5.1.1.1 Administration Costs 
The administration costs presented in Figure 10 were compiled from the labour 
statistics data base (LABORSTA) of the International Labour Organization 
(http://www.ilo.org) and from some of the official web sites of the Ministries of 
Manpower of the countries selected. The criteria to select the countries was based on 
the dry-dock capacity and the strategic location of some shiprepair centres. 
According to Drewry (2001) and Ocean Shipping Consultants Ltd (2002), the most 
representative shiprepair facilities are located in the countries selected. On the other 
hand, in some of the countries selected exist the most important ports of the world 
that are linked with the main trade routes and where there is more concentration of 
shipping activities. The costs correspond to 2005 and were obtained in national 
currencies that were converted to US dollars to have a standard unit of comparison. 
The indicative rates of the costs were obtained per day, month and week. Therefore, 
they were converted in order to express them in US dollars per hour.       
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Figure 11  Administration Costs in the World Shiprepair Centres 
Source: Author, data compiled from ILO, 2007. 
 
From the comparison of the administration costs three main groups of countries can 
be arranged. The first group of countries can be called the high administration cost 
group. It is made up by Japan, Italy, Spain, Denmark, Norway, France, the 
Netherlands, Germany, United Kingdom and the United States, where the cost of 
running a business in the industry sector according to this data is above 20 US 
dollars per hour. The second group can be called the medium administration costs 
group. It is integrated by Singapore, Greece and the Netherlands Antilles where the 
administration cost is about 10 US dollar per hour. The third group is the low 
administration costs group. It is integrated by all the countries where the cost of 
running a business is below 10 US dollars per hour such as: South Korea, China, 
India, Dubai, Poland, Brazil and Cuba. In order to make the analysis more integrated 
and to avoid repetition, comments regarding this comparison are done following the 
next section. 
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5.1.1.2 Wages 
 
The methodology used to obtain the wages and convert them in standard units of 
comparison for this case was the same as in the previous exercise. Four countries 
with data available were added to the comparison having one representing Africa, 
and three representing the Middle East. The sources were the same as in the previous 
one and the criteria of comparison is the average wage per hour in US dollars of one 
welder in the construction sector. Data referencing specifically the marine industry 
was not available but welding is the main activity in shiprepair and for the purpose of 
this research is used as a relevant reference for cost comparison.  
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Figure 12  Average wages in World Shiprepair Centres 
Source: Author, data compiled from ILO, 2007. 
 
 
From the comparison of the wages in the countries selected according Figure 11, a 
diverse range of values can be observed. In order to analyse this costs, countries can 
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be again arranged in three main groups. The first group, high wages costs group, 
includes Italy, Spain, Denmark, Norway, France, the Netherlands, Germany, United 
Kingdom (UK) and the United States (US), where the wages of a welder per hour is 
above 10 US dollars. The second group, medium wages costs, is made up of South 
Africa, Japan, Singapore, Greece and the Netherland Antilles where a welder earns 
between 5 and 10 US dollars per hour. The third group, low wages costs, comprises 
Egypt, South Korea, China, India, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Poland, Brazil and Cuba. 
 
Going back to the questions formulated in section 5.1.1 and taking into account the 
comparison of the administration costs as well, relevant observations can be made. 
The most evident of all is that the difference between European countries along with 
the US and the Asian countries (excluding Japan), the Middle East, Caribbean and 
South American countries is abysmal. The comparison concluded that the average of 
administration costs in group 1 (high costs countries) can be three times higher than 
the costs registered for group 2 (medium costs countries) and ten times higher than 
the costs registered in group 3 (low costs countries). The differences vary a little 
when it comes to wages. The comparison concluded that the average of wages costs 
in group 1 can be two times higher than the costs registered for group 2 and 9 times 
higher than the costs registered in group 3. Going in more detail South Korea, China 
and India appear to be the country with the lowest costs, both in administration cost 
and in wages, and Poland is the only European country with representative shiprepair 
facilities able to offer a low cost operation. Another relevant observation is the costs 
faced by countries in the Middle East, the Caribbean and South America. The 
administration and labour costs registered in those regions are not as low as in Asia 
but they are still reasonably low. This, together with their strategic location close to 
the Panama Canal, might give them important competitive advantages.  
 
The other relevant observation is related with the relationship between the demand of 
ship R&M services and the costs previously presented. Regarding China the 
correlation is quiet clear. A study carried out by Ministry of Shipping of India (2007) 
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indicates that China is today the shiprepair centre with the highest global shiprepair 
activity registered, holding a global market share of approximately 20 percent. And 
as the previous figures suggests, China is the country facing the lowest production 
costs. However, when Singapore is put in that equation the conclusion is not the 
same. The country itself has been historically the most important shiprepair centre of 
the world and today still holding a global market share of 19-20 percent 
approximately as indicated by the study of the Indian Government previously 
mentioned. But, the costs Singapore faces according to the previous figures are not in 
the low cost group and surprisingly production costs are at the same level as 
countries like Greece, Japan and Netherland Antilles in the Caribbean. This could be 
explained by the shipping activities that the Port of Singapore generate being the top 
two in the world. On the other hand, the situation in Singapore can also be explained 
by the effect of other competitive advantages that will be discussed later. In 
conclusion, what is important to highlight is that competitive prices are not always 
driven by low production costs.               
 
5.1.2 Steel Costs 
 
The costs of steel were analysed because steel is the main raw material used in 
shiprepair and therefore, it represents the costs of doing the business. Previous 
studies over the cost structure of shiprepair activities have concluded that steel costs 
account for a representative portion of the shiprepair bills. For instance, Hunt & 
Butman (1995) concluded that raw materials (including steel) represents about 30 
percent of the shiprepair yard’s cost structure for a standard repair routine. Referring 
to the same kind of shiprepair routine Vlachos & Tzannatos (1996) in a study 
focusing on the Greek shiprepair industry concluded that the cost of raw materials 
represented about 40 percent. Additionally, steel costs are relevant because they are 
considered being variable costs in the shiprepair business and therefore they are 
affected by the volume of production. In this analysis the purpose is not to make a 
cost structure analysis of shiprepair activities, but to analyse key drivers of that cost 
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structure that in one way or another have an impact in building cost advantages. In 
attempting to approach those drivers three aspects have been analysed in this 
research. They are: the world steel production, the prices of the steel and the steel 
work costs.        
 
5.1.2.1 Production of steel  
 
The advantage held by a shiprepair yard that is located in an area where there is a 
high production of steel is straight forward. The closer a shipyard could be to a well 
developed steel industry with big scales of production, the cheaper the steel prices 
and the logistics costs the shipyard will face. A comparison between the top 25 
producers of Hot Rolled Flat Steel (HRFS) is made in Figure 12. This comparison 
not only serves to visualize where the main steel product used in shiprepair work 
comes from, but also to relate the production of HRFS with the geographical location 
of the main shiprepair centres. The data was compiled from the Steel Statistical 
Yearbook (2006) issued by the International Iron and Steel Institute (IISI) and from 
the International Trade Statistics data base of the World Trade Organization (WTO) 
(http://www.wto.org). HRFS was selected because according to Professor Jan-Åke 
Jonsson Naval Architect and Lecturer at World Maritime University, it represents the 
main steel product in shiprepair work (personal communication, July 13, 2007).  
 
In Figure 12 it can be observed that with the exception of Taiwan all the top 10 
producers of HRFS are included as well in the list of countries where the most 
important shiprepair centres in the world are located (see Figures 10 & 11). In that 
list are not included Cuba, the Netherlands Antilles, Norway, Denmark, Greece, 
Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Singapore and Egypt that do not register representative 
production of HRFS and in some cases do not produce it at all. This suggests that 
shiprepair yards located in those countries face higher costs in obtaining the product.  
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Figure 13  Hot Rolled Flat Steel Producers 
Source: Author, data compiled from the IISI, 2006 and from the WTO, 2006. 
 
The other relevant observation is the huge production of China that represents 32 
percent of the world output (IISI, 2006) and it is more than five times the production 
of South Korea, which is China’s main competitor in the shiprepair market. Such an 
enormous production of HRFS of China can be explained by the booming of the 
newbuilding industry in the country and the high demand of shiprepair services 
driven by low prices. In general, it can be observed that according to the world 
production of HRFS, competitive advantages could be found in South & South-East 
Asia, North America, Southern Europe and individual countries such as Germany, 
India and Brazil. Shiprepair yards located in those areas and countries are likely to 
face lower steel prices and higher availability of the commodity than other regions in 
the world.   
5.1.2.2 Steel prices 
 
The steel prices are the cost of the steel product as raw material for shipyards 
providing R&M services. As the prices of every commodity, steel prices are set up 
by the market where they are traded and therefore, steel prices vary from market to 
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market. Shiprepair is a short run activity that in average takes for a standard repair 
routine approximately ten working days (Mergner, 2003). Consequently, quotations 
of steel work are driven by the price of steel shiprepair yards face during the period 
of R&M. Therefore, it can be suggested that the lower the price of steel a specific 
shipyard faces, the lower the quotation issued by that shipyard could be. In order to 
appreciate the current prices of steel faced by shiprepairers, a comparison between 
the Hot Rolled Plate Steel (HRPS) prices in January of 2007 was made. The prices 
were compiled from the International Steel Review (2007) issued monthly by MEPS 
International Inc. (http://www.meps.co.uk). The comparison presented in Figure 13 
is carried out taking into account the highest and the lowest prices transacted in the 
countries considered as the main production and consumptions steel centres. The 
prices were obtained in local currencies that were converted to US dollars in order to 
express them in terms of US dollars by Metric Tonnes. HRPS was chosen because 
this kind of steel product can be assimilated to HRFS according Professor Jan-Åke 
Jonsson Naval Architect and lecturer at World Maritime University (personal 
communication, July 13, 2007) and therefore, it represents the main steel product 
used in shiprepair.  
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Figure 14  Hot Rolled Plate Prices (US$/tonne) 
Source: Author, data compiled from MEPS International, 2007.  
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In Figure 13 it is possible to observe the big gap between the prices of HRPS in 
China and the rest of the world. China did not only register the lowest price in the 
steel product, but also the lowest variation in transaction price. This suggests that 
HRPS prices in that country are more stable than in the rest of the world. In 
comparing the most relevant differences it can be observed that the highest price 
registered in China is 26 percent cheaper than the lowest price registered in South 
Korea, which is one of China’s main competitors.  
 
The difference is even bigger when comparing China and the US or the average price 
registered for the European Union. For instance, the highest price in China is about 
53 percent cheaper than the price registered in European countries. In general, it is 
possible to conclude that the lowest prices of HRPS are registered in South-East 
Asia. Looking only at Europe, Italy and Poland appear to be countries where low 
prices of the steel product can be found.  
 
This analysis suggests that shiprepair yards located in countries where HRPS register 
low prices are more competitive. If it is assumed that those shipyards are really more 
competitive, they should be more demanded and therefore more R&M services 
should be provided. The question after the previous reasoning could be, is that true? 
In trying to analyse this relation another comparison is made. In this case the HRPS 
prices that were registered in countries considered main shiprepair centres were 
compared with the shiprepair turnover of those countries in 2006. The comparison is 
made assuming that the prices of HRPS registered for January of 2007 were the 
average registered for the year 2006. From that comparison important observations 
can be made.      
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Figure 15 HRPS prices vs. European shiprepair turnover 
Source: Author, data compiled from CESA, 2006. MEPS International, 
2007 and the Ministry of Shipping, Road Transport & Highways of 
India, 2007. 
 
In Figure 14 it is possible to identify the impact of the low price in HRPS on China’s 
shiprepair turnover. China registered close to two thousand millions of US dollars, 
which is almost twice of German shiprepair turnover, the highest value registered in 
Europe. These figures suggest that the correlation with China is clear, but it is not 
when it comes to Europe. Even though Italy and Poland are the countries where 
HRPS is cheaper, countries like Germany, the United Kingdom and Spain seem to 
have a more active shiprepair industry. This trend suggests that it is not only the low 
prices in steel, that at least in Europe make some shiprepair centres being attractive. 
The trends also imply that competition in the sector has been started to be driven by 
factors not related with price. This will be discussed in the following sections.    
 
5.1.2.3 Indicative Steel repair work  
There are several items that can be included as costs in the dry-docking routine of a 
ship. The list is long and the items can go from the preparation of the hull until the 
sea trial. A complete list of repair work taken from the Lloyd’s Register–Fairplay 
Docking Handbook (2003) can be found in Appendix 4 for further information. Most 
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of the items described in that list called “Repair Scope & Dry Dock Specification” 
(Mergner, 2003, p. 93) have a standard price. However, the item where HRPS is used 
is steel work. The impact of this is usually great on the quotations, especially when it 
comes to repairs on large tonnage vessels (Drewry, 2001). The steelwork is usually 
quoted per kilogram for renewing, removing, repairing and refitting of keel plates, 
bottom shell plates, sides frames, shell frames, tank bulkhead and floors, tank tops, 
deck plates and watertight bulkheads (Kalland & Rinvoll, 1991). Since the item is a 
main indicative of the price offered by shiprepair yards in the main shiprepair 
centres, a comparison of it is made based on data taken from surveys carried out by 
Lloyd’s Register (Mergner, 2003).     
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Figure 16  Indicative Steel Work price (US$Kg) 
Source: Author, data compiled from the Lloyd’s Register Docking Handbook 2003 
 
 
The indicative prices compared in Figure 15 correspond to year 2003. However, a 
recent study of the Ministry of Shipping, Road, Transport and Highways of India 
(2007) about the shipbuilding and shiprepair market in Asia suggests that prices of 
steel have been stable during the last five years. Therefore, the information obtained 
of year 2003 still being useful for the purpose of this research. Figure 15 illustrates 
the indicative steel work costs surveyed and consolidated by regions where the main 
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shiprepair centres are located. The prices are expressed in US dollars per kilogram of 
steel worked and it also presents the highest and the lowest price registered for each 
region. Analysing Figure 15, the salient observation is again the big difference 
between the prices of steel work quoted in China and in the other shiprepair centres 
in the world. China’s prices are about 50 percent cheaper than prices quoted in 
Turkey, Poland, the Baltic States, Singapore and the Middle East. On the other hand, 
quotations in shiprepair centres such as Spain, France, Germany, the United 
Kingdom, the Netherlands and the United States can be from four to ten times the 
prices quoted in China. The general explanation for these trends can not be other 
than the important influence of the productions costs in the final prices of shiprepair 
work.               
 
5.2 Differentiation advantages 
 
The previous section left pretty much clear the differences between the costs of some 
key factors of production that allow shiprepair yards to build cost advantages. 
Generally speaking, shiprepair centres in South & South-East Asia by far face lower 
costs than the rest of the shiprepair centres in the world. This situation has forced 
shiprepair centres in Europe and America to look for non cost related advantages that 
make them more competitive. This trend can be identified in competition theory as 
differentiation. Porter (1998) defines differentiation as a unique activity that rather 
than offer a simple low price is characterized by the high value it represents for the 
customers or users of certain services. As it was identified for cost advantage, the 
activities carried out by firms seeking differentiation are driven by some relevant 
factors. Grant (2008) identified these drivers as: product features, product 
performance, complementary services, technology, service quality, employees’ 
skills, location, linkages within the value chain, timing, location, integration, and 
institutional factors.  
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 In this section, three aspects seen as generators of differentiation advantage in the 
shiprepair industry are analysed and discussed. These aspects are: Logistics, Quality 
and Innovation. The aspects were chosen because they encompass all the main 
drivers in differentiation identified by Porter (1998). Logistics, quality and 
innovation are relevant issues by themselves and the purpose, rather than review 
them in deep is to identify how shiprepair centres facing cost disadvantages are 
approaching them to be more competitive. The following sections attempt to look at 
those aspects by analysing specific examples with a focus on Europe. This, because 
the European shiprepair industry has always been active and dynamic in 
counterbalance the cost competitive conditions of shiprepair centres located in 
South-East Asia. 
 
5.2.1  Logistics 
 
 
In academic field trips made within the last eight months when the idea to carry out 
this research paper was born, two shipyards were visited. They were Namura 
Shipbuilding Co., Ltd. located in Japan and DAMEN Shipyards Gorinchem located 
in the Netherlands. Both of them are facilities dedicated to shipbuilding and 
shiprepair in different categories with considerable market shares in their regions. 
Several talks with members of the middle management staff of those companies were 
held. In those conversations the question about which could be the key factor in 
building competitiveness arose, and the common answer was logistics. Logistics 
today is important for all kind of enterprises and the shiprepair yards as the most 
representative business units in the shiprepair industry are not an exception.  
 
The role of logistics in building differentiation advantages within the shiprepair 
industry can be identified from its definition. The American Council of Supply Chain 
Management Professionals  (http://cscmp.org) defined logistics as: “the process of 
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planning, implementing and controlling the efficient, effective flow and storage of 
goods, services, and related information from point of origin to point of consumption 
for the purpose of conforming to customer requirements” (Vitasek, 2006, p. 88). 
From this definition shiprepair yards seeking differentiation should carry out 
fundamental logistics activities, such as customer service, demand 
forecasting/planning, inventory management, logistics communications, material 
handling, order processing, packaging, parts and service support, plant and 
warehouse site selection, procurement, return goods handling, reverse logistics, 
transportation, storage and warehousing (Lambert, Stock & Ellram, 1998). However, 
are shipyards with cost disadvantages deploying these logistics activities? The 
overall impression from the visits to the shipyards mentioned before (where some 
logistics activities were observed) suggest that at least the shipyards visited certainly 
do. In general it is possible to say that not only the shiprepair industry but all the 
industries related with the maritime industry are growing supported by competitive 
logistics platforms. This is why perhaps the trends in logistics together with the 
logistics conditions, through which high costs shiprepair centres provide services, are 
subject of identification and analysis.   
 
Europe as was demonstrated before is a region with high cost factors of production, 
which makes it in consequence active in creating favourable logistics conditions to 
support industry development. The initiatives of the European Commission, the 
European Community Member States and the stake holders of the private sector have 
been playing an important role in achieving those favourable conditions. Specific 
studies focusing on the shiprepair industry were not available, but a general analysis 
over the main strategic logistics networks in Europe can be made. An study carried 
out by Ferrari, Parola and Morchio (2006) pointed out the mayor European 
distribution centres, the mayor European hubs in Europe and the new distributions 
centres expected (see Figure 21 in Appendix 5). Those distributions centres 
constitute the spatial distribution network in Europe in which the four main strategic 
options for industries are: national distribution in each country, centralized 
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distribution for all Europe, distribution by four main regions (South, North, West and 
East) and a hybrid network (1 Hub + 3/6 regional distribution centres) (Ferrari et al., 
2006).  
 
Recent studies about the logistics practices in Europe have concluded that service 
oriented industries where shiprepair is included, have the tendency to centralize the 
distribution of supplies at national levels using reliable third party logistics (3PL) 
and fourth party logistics (4PL) once innovative logistics strategies have been 
implemented (Notteboom & Willkelmans, 2004). The questions that arise are, how 
can the logistics conditions of Europe as a region be qualified? Have those 
conditions any impact on competition within the European shiprepair centres? The 
answer to this can be found in the study made by Cushman, Wakefield, Healey & 
Baker (2003) about the attractiveness of the European countries (see Table 13 in 
Appendix 5). In that study logistics conditions of Europe such as: land supply, 
accessibility to markets, population density, sea freight, air freight, rail density, road 
congestion and road density provided a ranking of attractiveness for the European 
countries in the context of distribution networks (Cushman et al., 2003). The ranking 
suggests that Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany, France and the Czech Republic 
have the most attractive distribution network and therefore better logistics conditions 
for industries located in those countries. In attempting to analyse if those logistics 
conditions influence the output of shiprepair activities, the shiprepair turnover of 
Europe by country was compared with the ranking obtained from the study 
previously referred.  
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Figure 17  Attractiveness of European countries & European shiprepair 
turnover 
Note: Numbers in ( ) refer to the attractiveness ranking among 16 countries. 
Source: Author, data compiled from CESA, 2006 and Cushman et al., 2004. 
 
The comparison can be observed in Figure 16 from which relevant conclusions can 
be made. For instance, Germany, the Netherlands and Italy being the top three 
European countries in shiprepair output, are ranked within the top six European 
countries in attractiveness. This suggests that there is a moderate impact on 
shiprepair activities coming from the logistics conditions in those countries. The 
shiprepair output of those top three countries might be triggered by having shiprepair 
centres getting benefits from efficient distribution networks. In those three countries 
the study registered good accessibility, low rail density, low road congestion and 
large freight market. It can be highlighted as well that even thought Poland is the 
European country with the cheapest steel work, it has been ranked as seven in 
attractiveness and sixth in shiprepair turnover. This implies a potential negative 
impact on the shiprepair activity in Poland due to inefficiencies in its distribution 
networks. In general, it can be concluded that in Europe not only the price but also 
the logistics conditions in which the service is provided, are taken into account by 
the demanders of ship R&M.  
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5.2.2  Quality 
 
The price competition lead by shiprepair centres in South-East Asia, have made 
shiprepair centres with high cost of production look for new alternatives to compete. 
The European shiprepair industry is seen as one of those sectors constantly striving 
for undermining its costs disadvantages. Among several aspects to build 
competitiveness in the European shiprepair industry, quality emerges as the most 
important. The questions that arise here is: How is quality seen by the shiprepair 
centres in Europe? Could it be possible to identify a correlation between the quality 
offered and the shiprepair output? The answer can be introduced by the usage of ISO 
standards that has been a continuous campaign within the European industry since 
the 1990’s.  
 
Due to this quality orientation of the European industry, from the quality approach of 
ISO 9000 standards is possible to identify the core milestones of industries in the 
service sector in which shiprepair is included. In this context the International 
Organization for Standardization (http://www.iso.org) explains that a service with 
quality should be “courteous, efficient and effective” and finally defines quality of 
service as: “one that meets the needs and expectations of customers”. Recent studies 
of the European shiprepair industry, which can be of use to demonstrate the customer 
orientation described in the previous definition, are not available. However, 
important determinants for the procurement of service with quality in Europe can be 
identified from the CESA Annual Reports 2001-2006 and from the initiative of the 
European Commission LeaderShip 2015 (2007). In overall from those reports, it can 
be concluded that the shiprepair industry in Europe is striving for reliability, 
responsiveness, competence, accessibility, courtesy, communications, credibility, 
security, technology and research and development. (CESA, 2007). Besides this, it 
can be observed that European shiprepair yards today offer plenty of services that go 
from full dry docking, voyage repairs, conversions, up-grades, modernization, and 
completion, until services like sale and purchase, chartering, finance and new 
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buildings. These variety of services that before did not used to be offered for 
shiprepair centres, are clear examples of what characterized the new generation of 
shiprepair centres in Europe. Which are certainly built to provide a high quality 
service.  
 
Along this research several comparisons in trying to validate the issues discussed 
have been made. The issue of quality is not an exception. This is why in this section 
the impact of the quality orientation of the European countries is compared with the 
European shiprepair turnover by country. Recent assessments of the quality 
orientation in the European industries have not been made. Nevertheless, previous 
studies can be used to make the comparison. The Austrian Institute for Economic 
Research (WIFO) (http://www.wifo.ac) in 2002 carried out a study of the main 
European industries based on information provided by the Statistical Office of the 
European Communities (EUROSTAT). The purpose of the study was to measure the 
importance of quality for the European industries. In the study 14 main determinants 
of quality in 100 industries (including shipping as ships & boats) in 14 European 
countries, were measured and correlated. From these correlations an indicator of 
quality elasticity was calculated to qualify the importance to quality given by the 
industry sectors of each country (Aiginger, 2000). In Figure 18 the Revealed Quality 
Elasticity (RQE) indicator is compiled for European countries ranked by high, 
medium and low. To simplify the comparison only the data from exports was 
considered and only the European countries with representative shiprepair centres 
were taken into account.         
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Figure 18  Quality Elasticity of the European Industry & European shiprepair turnover 
Source: Author, data compiled from CESA, 2006 and WIFO, 2001. 
 
In comparing the RQE of the countries selected with the shiprepair turnover, relevant 
conclusions can be made. In general, it can be said that the share of industries with 
high RQE in all the countries selected is representative. For instance, the lowest high 
RQE registered (the Netherlands) is already important representing practically 1/3 of 
the industries. There is an average of low RQE close to 28 percent in Europe that can 
be driven by low cost related industries. But, when the shares of high and medium 
RQE are added, the conclusion is that about 70 percent of the industries located in 
these European countries are quality elastic. In comparing the high RQE with the 
shiprepair turnover for the same countries, the correlations are also evident. For 
instance the top 5 countries (with exception of the Netherlands) in shiprepair output 
account for an RQE above 40 percent. This trend suggests again that the service 
quality provided by European shiprepair centres has a positive impact on shiprepair 
output. This example in tandem with the previous observations demonstrates that the 
shiprepair industry in facing price competition has turned into quality competition as 
main strategy. In doing so, the industry is undermining low price work through 
services that meet the shipowners’ requirements and expectations. These services 
characterized by variety and high quality are seen by the industry as an important 
tool to build differentiation advantages and as a channel to gain competitiveness.      
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5.2.3 Innovation 
 
The shiprepair industry has experienced important changes that have generated new 
trends. In most of the cases those trends have been driven by extremely low prices in 
ship R&M services offered in South-East Asia. In this paper the costs advantages in 
those regions and the initiatives of the European shiprepair industry to not be pulled 
out of the market were evidenced. The questions that arise at this point are: What 
could really be the key for the European shiprepair industry to counterbalance its 
position against Asia? What could make differentiation advantages sustainable in the 
long term? The answer could be innovation. Peter Drucker (1985), described 
innovation as the set of tools through which changes can be exploited and taken as 
opportunities in different kind of businesses or services. He then defined it as “the 
act that endows resources with a new capacity to create wealth” (Drucker, 1985, p. 
27). Even though these thoughts were written 20 years ago, today their interpretation 
and application by companies in the shiprepair industry have brought new 
perceptions in doing the business. Broadly, as seen by the author of this paper those 
new developments can be classified in tangibles and intangibles. The former refer to 
strategic infrastructure and last generation superstructure that can be used by 
shiprepair yards to be more cost efficient. The latter refers to industrial 
organizational concepts that expand the current market and lay down strategic 
networks to create new ones. Both classifications build differentiation advantages for 
shiprepair yards and therefore are subject of analysis. In this section, information 
technology has been approached as one example of those tangible and intangible 
elements truly important for shiprepair yards in looking for efficiency.  
 
The shiprepair industry is very peculiar, it produces to order in short terms and thus 
holds fundamental stages that can be modernize and automated. According to P. 
D.H. Kallis, Sales Director for Asia Pacific of DAMEN Shipyards Gorinchem, in 
implementing and operating those modernization and automation processes, 
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) plays a key role (personal 
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communication, April, 2007). That is not only true for the shiprepair industry, but for 
industries all over the world. That is the conclusion of Burt, Dobler and Starling 
(2003), who argues that a well functioning information and communication 
technology within a company is vital for success. Therefore, it probably would be the 
status of the implementation of ICT in the shiprepair industry that should be subject 
of interest. This status is important because referring again to the concept of 
innovation, it is in technology issues, research and development and information 
management in which Asian shiprepair centres are weak. This is one of the 
conclusions of a study over the Chinese repair industry carried out by the Consulate 
General of the Netherlands in China (2005). In other words, it is in the enhancement 
of technology issues where the opportunity for the European shiprepair industry can 
be found and ICT arises as the platform to achieve it. 
  
The European Commission did identify that opportunity early. In the EU Council 
Meeting No. 317/2 held on the 27 of November 2003, several conclusions regarding 
competition policy were made. In that meeting the EU council concluded that more 
positive utilization of the European innovation in technology should be implemented. 
In setting up a framework for such implementation the council called for ICT 
investment, more internet penetration, more e-commerce and more e-government 
(EC, 2003). Since then, several initiatives have been carried out within the European 
shiprepair industry at regional and national levels (CESA, 2007). But, has ICT really 
improved in the shiprepair industry? If so, has that improvement had a positive 
impact on the industry? Recent studies revealed that the improvements are important 
and the effects are very positive. That is the conclusion of the latest report of e-
Business w@tch, a project launched by the European Commission, Enterprise & 
Industry Directorate General to monitor the electronic business in European 
industries (EC, 2006). The most important findings highlighted in the report 
regarding the shiprepair industry are compiled and summarized in Table 3. 
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Table 3  Status of ICT implementation in the European Shiprepair Industry 
 
               Activity measured in 150 European shipyards % of implementation  
Internet Access 100 
Broadband Internet Access 86 
Employing ICT practitioners 47 
Using e-learning 15 
Outsourcing of ICT services 20 
Have made ICT investments 65 
Cash Flow Financing of ICT 75 
Using ERP, DMS, SCM, CRM systems 36 
Supply of goods online 72 
Receiving orders online 18 
Invest on ICT to gain competitiveness 60 
Invest on ICT to meet customer expectations 46 
Invest on ICT to meet supplier expectations 29 
Invest on ICT because competitors did it  29 
Interoperability is critical within the industry 33 
Interoperability is critical between European industries 30 
Interoperability is critical for provision of services 34 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Author, data compiled from European Commission, e-Business w@tch, 2006. 
 
 
From Table 3 it is possible to conclude that internet connectivity today covers all the 
shipyards in Europe and that most of them have broadband access. Additionally, it 
can be observed that a high fraction of the shiprepair yards use ICT practitioners, 
open source software and e-business. Furthermore, it can be said that in the European 
shiprepair industry ERP, DMS, SCM and CRM are applications that need broader 
implementation. Finally, achieving competitive advantage and meeting customer 
expectations were the main drivers identified by shiprepair yards to invest in ICT. 
 
The statistics previously reviewed do not lie. They clearly represent the tendency of 
European shiprepair yards to use ICT in their production processes and businesses. 
The processes inside the shipyards, within the shiprepair sector and between the 
European industry have been improved due to the usage of ICT. This suggests that in 
implementing and carrying out competitive strategies, the usage of ICT is getting 
important stage in the European shiprepair sector. Nevertheless, more massive usage 
of ICT is needed in the industry. The implementation of ICT applications with a 
wider coverage can make European shipyards able to provided ship R&M services of 
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high quality for reasonable prices. Therefore, innovation in producing R&M services 
is not only the challenge, but also the opportunity for the European shipyards to 
counter balance the price competition set up by Asian shiprepair centres. 
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6 The shiprepair yard’s perspective towards competition – an analysis of a 
sample 
  
In the previous chapters of this dissertation several important issues influencing the 
competition dynamics of the shiprepair industry were analysed and discussed. The 
main drivers of competition and some salient opportunities to achieve 
competitiveness were discussed and validated through examples and correlations. At 
this stage of the research it was desired to validate most of the points discussed based 
on the perspective of the shiprepairers. It was felt that by consulting the people who 
is currently running shiprepair businesses, the achievement of the objectives of this 
research could be fulfilled with a more integrated approach. Nobody but the people 
running shiprepair businesses can know exactly how the competition within the 
industry works. This is why with the aim of having information by first hand and 
more updated, a survey of some shiprepair yards was carried out.  
 
In carrying out the survey a questionnaire about some competition issues in the 
industry was sent to the Chief Executives Officers (CEOs) and General Managers of 
more than 60 shiprepair yards all around the world. This was done in order to have a 
sample big enough to make confident estimations over the total population of 
shiprepair yards which according Ocean Shipping Consultants Ltd. could be about 
681 shiprepairyards (OSC, 2002, p. 126). Unfortunately, despite several efforts to get 
responses only 11 shiprepair yards did replay the questionnaire. Later with additional 
calls and mails, response was obtained from 9 additional shiprepair yards that were 
selected to cover regions of the world not covered by the first group of 11. With a 
total of 20 responses coming from different countries, the sample was considered 
representative enough to be subject to analysis. The purpose of the analysis was not 
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to make general conclusions over the world shiprepair facilities, but to validate some 
of the main issues driving competition in the industry. The issues surveyed were 
selected from the analyses made along this research. This chapter seeks to present 
the most relevant findings of that survey and the most relevant conclusions arising 
from them. 
  
6.1 The questionnaire 
 
The questionnaire was sent directly to the CEO’s and general managers of the 
shiprepair yards contacted with a letter explaining the purpose of the research and the 
main instructions to answer the questions. The questionnaire can be found in 
Appendix 6, it consists of ten close-ended questions that attempted to measure the 
perception of the shiprepair yards over some competition aspects. The questionnaire 
focused as well on the identification of maritime issues with great impact on 
shiprepair competition. Furthermore, some questions were designed to asses the 
impact of a set of common costs faced in the shiprepair industry. The questions 
included in the questionnaire were designed only to get qualitative information 
qualified within general levels of measurement, such as low, moderate, high, weak, 
equal and strong.  
6.2   Getting the sample 
 
As mentioned before, the questionnaire was sent primarily to more than 60 shiprepair 
yards identified from three sources. One was a data base of Drewry Shipping 
Consultants Ltd published in the Global Shiprepair Market Outlook to 2005 (2001). 
Another source was a data base of Ocean Shipping Consultants Ltd published in the 
World Shiprepair Market to 2015 (2002). The other source was the 31st edition of the 
Motor Ship’s annual World Wide Ship Repair Directory for 2006-2007 (2006). From 
that first try and several reminders 11 responses were received. Later on with 
additional letters and phone calls, 9 shiprepair yards located in different regions than 
the ones previously received were contacted successfully. The names of all the 
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responding shiprepair yards with the country they are located in are presented in 
Table 4. 
 
 
Table 4  Sample of shiprepair yards consulted 
Shiprepair Yard Country Web site 
Enavi & Renave Shipyards Brazil http://www.enavi.com.br/
COTECMAR Colombia http://www.cotecmar.com/
Orskov Yard A/S Denmark http://www.orskovyard.dk/
Dubai Drydocks Dubai http://www.drydocks.gov.ae/
Arab Heavy Industries  Dubai http://www.ahi-uae.com/
Alexandria Shipyard Egypt http://www.soficom.com.eg/
SOBRENA Shiprepair yard France http://www.sobrena.com/
Cammell Laird Shipyards Gibraltar http://www.gibraltarport.com/html
Hindustan Shipyard Limited India http://www.hsl.nic.in/
Arab Shipbuilding & Repair Yard Co. Kingdom of Bahrain http://www.asry.net/
Malta Shipyards Malta http://www.maltashipyards.com/
DAMEN Shiprepair Rotterdam BV The Netherlands http://www.damenshiprepair.com/
Astilleros Braswell International Panama http://www.braswellshipyard.com/
LISNAVE Estaleiros Navais S.A Portugal www.lisnave.pt/
Daewo Margalia Heavy Industries Romania http://www.dmhi.ct.ro/
Hanjin Heavy Industries Souto Korea http://www.hanjinsc.com/
Astilleros de Cadiz Spain http://astilleroscadiz.buques.org/
Colombo Dockyard Limited Sri Lanka http://www.cdl.lk/
CSBC Corporation TAIWAN Taiwan http://www.csbcnet.com.tw/
A & P Group United Kingdom http://www.ap-group.co.uk/
Source: Author. 
 
 
6.3   Analysing the sample 
 
The analysis of the data obtained is done in five stages. These stages were sorted out 
based on the purpose and type of the questions assessed. In doing so, the questions 
related with competition behaviour are analysed in stage 1. The questions related 
with the drivers of shiprepair are analysed in stage 2. The questions related with the 
impact of costs in the industry are analysed in stage 3. In stage 4 a correlation matrix 
between the answers received is made. Finally, in stage 5, a correlation matrix 
between the respondents is done. In this section the main findings from these 
analyses are presented. In the analyses the shiprepair yards listed are identified by 
the country they are located in. This is done with the purpose of making the analysis 
more subjective and to have a geographic reference of the facilities. 
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6.3.1 Stage 1 – Competition behaviour 
 
In this analysis, the data considered are the answers to questions 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9 and 
10 of the questionnaire. The purpose of the questions was to identify the impact of 
salient competition actors and forces within the industry. The most important 
findings were summarized in the Table 5. (see Appendix 7 for the data processing 
table). 
 
 
Table 5 Findings stage 1 - Competitive behaviour 
Issue addressed Measurement 
Low Moderate High Level of competition 
0 25% 75% 
 Weak Equal Strong 
Bargaining power of suppliers 20% 60% 20% 
Bargaining power of shipowners  0 80% 20% 
Location Quality Cost Main competitive advantage possessed 
60% 50% 25% 
Low cost Differentiation Both Focus of competitive strategy 
10% 30% 60% 
Offensive Defensive Cooperative Competitive profile 
40% 0 70% 
Source: Author. 
 
The main conclusions regarding the competitive behaviour of the group of shiprepair 
yards consulted are straightforward. Most of the shiprepair yards consider the level 
of competition of their markets high. Looking at the bargaining power, most of them 
qualified it as equal in negotiating with both suppliers and shipowners. Regarding 
competitive advantages already built in the firm, location and quality appear to be 
the most frequent. Most of the shiprepair yards are focused on differentiation and 
low cost competitive strategies. Finally, cooperation is to a great extent the most 
common competitive profile registered.  
 
There are many reasons that can explain the previous findings. Location, 
organization and market share of the shiprepair yards can be identified among many. 
For instance, most of them are private shipyards with shares of 10 to 30 percent in 
their markets. Their facilities are located strategically in regions close to the main sea 
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transport routes and in areas with high concentration of shipping activities. In 
comparing the findings presented in Table 5 with the assessment of the competition 
forces in the industry analysed in Chapter 3, important observations can be made. 
The level of competition in the industry was undoubtly assessed as high. However, 
the bargaining power of buyers and suppliers for the shiprepair yards resulted in 
equal rather than strong. Perhaps, the explanation of this lies on the features of each 
individual market which are out of the scope of this analysis. Nevertheless, it can be 
said that since shiprepair is a short run activity the conditions of negotiation vary 
every time a bid is submitted. This situation can volatilize the bargaining position 
and make it different for both suppliers and shipowners in short periods of time.    
  
6.3.2 Stage 2 – Drivers of competition in the industry 
 
In this stage the data considered are the answers to question 4 in the questionnaire 
that is broken in 8 close-ended subquestions. The purpose of these questions was to 
identify the impact of some maritime issues on the competition within the industry. 
The most relevant findings were summarized in the Table 6 (see Appendix 8 for the 
data processing table) 
 
Table 6  Stage 2 - Drivers of competition 
Impact  Issue Assessed 
Low 
(%) 
Moderat
e (%) 
Strong 
(%) 
Class surveys requirements for ships 15 30 55 
Casualty Incidents of ships 45 35 20 
Sale dry-docking Inspections of ships 50 35 15 
Lay-up & Reactivation of ships 50 40 10 
Newbuilding of ships 25 20 55 
Demolition of ships 65 15 20 
Sea Borne trade patterns 10 20 70 
Conditions of the maritime freight rate 15 30 55 
Source: Author.  
 
The main conclusion from the data presented in Table 6 is that four issues have a 
strong influence on the competition conditions within the industry for the shipyards 
consulted. Those issues are: class surveys requirements, newbuilding of ships, sea 
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borne trade patterns and the conditions of the maritime freight rate. They were the 
same issues that were analysed previously in Chapters four and five. Besides this, it 
can be observed that some issues discussed in the analysis of the shiprepair demand 
were ranked with a low impact by the majority of shipyards consulted. Those issues 
are demolition of ships, lay-up and reactivation, and sale dry-docking inspections of 
ships. 
    
6.3.3 Stage 3 – The impact of costs in the industry 
 
In this stage the data considered are the answers to question 6 in the questionnaire 
that was broken in 8 close-ended subquestions. The purpose of these questions was 
to identify the impact of the most common costs faced by shiprepair yards within the 
production processes. The most relevant findings are summarized in the Table 7 (see 
Appendix 9 for the data processing table). 
 
Table 7  Stage 3 - The impact of costs in the industry 
Impact Issue Assessed 
Low 
(%) 
Moderate 
(%) 
Strong 
(%) 
Land costs 45 25 30 
Main raw materials (Steel) 5 15 80 
Labour costs 0 15 85 
Capital Costs 15 40 45 
Research & Development 40 45 15 
Marketing 30 30 40 
Logistics Costs 15 40 45 
Technology Costs 30 40 30 
Source: Author. 
 
The main conclusion from the comparison of the impacts presented in Table 7 is 
straight forward. As it was concluded in Chapter five, the impact of the steel costs 
and labour costs is considered also as strong to a great extent by the shipyards 
consulted. Logistics, technology and research and development costs according to 
the results of the survey have a moderate impact in the shipyards consulted. This 
trend confirms the conclusions made in Chapter five. The trend indicates that 
shiprepair yards are not focusing their resources on those issues. Nevertheless, they 
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already represent an important portion of the budget acting as the operational 
platform to run the businesses.    
    
6.3.4 Stage 4 – Correlations between answers… What do they suggest? 
 
In this stage the whole set of answers to the questions of the questionnaire was 
gathered to build a correlation matrix between them. The purpose of this matrix was 
to identify the answers with strong or considerably strong correlation. The technique 
is used for quantitative data analysing in statistics to measure the level of association 
between two variables (Rowntree, 2000, p. 156). The data obtained from the 
questionnaire was qualitative, and therefore words were the output. Since the 
formula to calculate the correlation does not read words but numbers, a simple 
codification of the answers in a matrix was made assigning the number one (1) for 
the questions answered and the number (0) for those questions not answered. The 
results permit the identification of strong positive or negative correlations between 
the aspects assessed through the questions, from which important conclusions of the 
shiprepair yards consulted were made. Table 8 presents only the answers to the 
questions that registered strong or considerable strong negative/positive correlation 
(see Appendix 10 for the data processing).   
 
Table 8  Stage 4 – Strong correlations between answers 
 7 - B 8 - D 9 - A 9 - B 9 - C 10 - A
Question 1 - B 0.577 0.471
Question 1 - C -0.577 0.471
Question 2 - B -0.408 
Question 2 - C 0.500
Question 3 - B 0.408
Question 3 - C -0.408 
Question 5 - A -0.612 -0.408 
Question 5 - B 0.509 -0.429 
Question 5 - C 0.667
Question 8 - A 0.454
Questions 
 
Note: Values preceded with (-) represent negatives correlations 
Source: Author. 
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The correlations presented suggest that the aspects assessed through the related 
questions are strongly associated. Therefore, important interpretations concerning 
competition issues can be made. The most relevant of them are the following: 
 
1. Shiprepair yards with moderate competition are likely to focus on 
competitive strategies based on low cost services and differentiation. 
2. Shiprepair yards with high competition are likely to focus on differentiation 
rather than on low cost competitive strategies. 
3. Shiprepair yards that hold equal bargaining power with suppliers are not 
likely to focus on quality of services. 
4. Shiprepair yards that hold strong bargaining power with suppliers are likely 
to focus on quality of services. 
5. Shiprepair yards that hold equal bargaining power with shipowners are 
likely to implement offensive competitive strategies. 
6. Shiprepair yards that hold strong bargaining power with shipowners are not 
likely to implement offensive competitive strategies. 
7. Private shiprepair yards are less likely to focus on low cost than state 
controlled shipyards. 
8. State controlled shiprepair yards are more likely to posses higher market 
share than private shiprepair yards. 
9. Shiprepair yards holding a market share below 10 percent are likely to focus 
on low cost competitive strategies.  
 
6.3.5 Stage 5 – Correlations between respondents… What do they suggest? 
As explained before, a simple codification was used to analyse the data 
quantitatively by measuring the correlation of aspects assessed. In this stage the 
question arising during the data processing was: What about the similarities between 
the shiprepair yards? It is obvious that all the facilities consulted are different by 
nature. However, the association between them (based on the competition issues 
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assessed) can suggest the existence of similar competition profiles that can lead to 
important conclusions. This is why another correlation matrix was built. In this case 
the variables used were the shipyards themselves. The technique and codification 
used were the same as in the previous correlations. Table 9 presents only the strong 
or considerable strong negative/positive correlations between the shiprepair yards 
(see Appendix 11 for the data processing). The facilities are presented in the table by 
the country they are located in to have a geographical reference in the interpretations.  
 
Table 9  Stage 5 - Strong correlations between respondents 
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Denmark 0.462 0.469 0.462 0.624 0.469 0.462 0.542 0.786
Dubai 2 0.475 0.519
Colombia 0.650
Gibraltar 0.519
K. Bahrain 0.475 0.475 0.519 -0.400 
Netherlands 0.475 0.519 0.475 0.684
Panama 0.825 0.475 0.519 0.475 0.475
Romania 0.650 0.475
S. Korea 0.411 0.604 0.411 0.411 0.509
Spain 0.580 0.445 0.411 0.604 0.750 0.580
Sri Lanka 0.650 0.475 0.475 0.475 0.650 0.475 0.411
Taiwan 0.650
UK 0.650 0.825 0.475 0.519 0.650 0.411 0.650  
Note: Dubai 1: Dubai Drydocks, Dubai 2: Aran Heavy Industries. Value preceded with (-) 
represent negative correlation 
Source: Author. 
 
The correlations presented suggest that there is a strong similarity between most of 
the competition profiles of the shiprepair yards consulted. It is possible to notice that 
there is not a single shiprepair yard without having at least one strong association 
with another. It is possible to observe as well that there are some shipyards strongly 
correlated with more than 30 percent of the sample. This is the case of the facilities 
located in Brazil, Denmark, Dubai, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Panama, 
Spain, Sri Lanka and Gibraltar. All are regions where there is a high concentration of 
shipping activities. These general observations indicate that competition strategies 
are more similar because today shiprepair markets are becoming more globalized. 
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This trend suggests that the tendencies identified in the sample analysed, could be a 
trend applicable world wide. Unfortunately, the sample is not big enough to 
represent the world population of shiprepair yards and therefore, the interpretations 
made in this chapter apply only to the shipyards consulted. 
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7 Conclusions 
 
It has been clearly noticed through this research that the dimension of the issue of 
competition in the shiprepair industry has changed. Low price is still being an 
important factor driving competition within the main shiprepair centres, but 
nowadays it is not the most important. Today, shiprepairers approach the issue with a 
broader perspective bringing it into the competitive strategy established to expand 
the market. This new dimension of competition within the industry has given to the 
shiprepair activity more relevance than it used to have. The stakeholders interacting 
with the shiprepair activity have become more active in supporting and holding the 
industry up through community actions. Europe is the best example of this trend, 
being a region where today the European Shiprepair Industry work hand by hand 
with the European shipbuilding industry and with the European Commission to build 
regional competitiveness. 
 
It has been concluded through this research that the phenomenon of competition is 
important not only because it stimulates efficiency and optimality in industries, but 
also because it can drive an industry’s behaviour. This is the case of the shiprepair 
industry which has demonstrated be driven by its high level of competition. The 
impact of competition on the industry has become stronger due to the main 
characteristics of the industry. The intensity of labour and capital investment in the 
industry triggers the competition between shiprepair centres to assure a more stable 
revenue. 
 
It was observed that forces arising from the interaction between the main actors of 
the shiprepair industry shape the competitive structure of the industry and lay down 
the arena in which biddings and negotiations are carried out. Among those forces, the 
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bargaining position of shipowners and suppliers appeared to be the most influential 
on the industry. For the shiprepair yards consulted in this research the position in 
negotiation between them is the same. However, high concentration of suppliers and 
constant growth of the world fleet reflects in general a weak position for shiprepair 
yards. In this research it was also concluded that the demand of shiprepair and 
maintenance services play an important role in the competitive structure of the 
industry. Safety regulations, and more specifically the statutory class surveys, arose 
as determinant factors in creating demand of the service. On the other hand issues 
such as casualties, Port State Control inspections, sale dry-docking, reactivation and 
demolition of ships demonstrated their strong impact on the demand of the service.   
      
In pararel with the previous aspects mentioned, four of the main drivers driving the 
competition in the shiprepair industry were analysed. The main conclusions from 
those analyses are that the dynamics of competition within the industry are as 
sensitive as the factors identified as main drivers. In other words, competition in the 
industry is intense because first of all sea borne trade and trade patterns are changed 
constantly. Shipping lines are also in competition and today they operate ships 
following a strategic plan that covers all the issues affecting the transport of goods 
by sea in which repair and maintenance of ships is included. In the other hand, the 
current age profile of the world fleet make competition within the industry even 
more intense. This is because shipowners with young ships are more elastic towards 
repair and maintenance and therefore, they are able to extend maintenance routines 
until the maximum or until the yard selection process present favourable conditions 
for them. Additionally, the intensity of competition in the industry is triggered by 
shipbuilding prices, second hand prices of ships and by the scrapping market. All 
these markets are the main alternatives the shipowners have when repair and 
maintenance of the ship is not financially feasible and therefore, each time they are 
in booming it represents low demand of services and tougher competition for 
shiprepairers. 
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It can be concluded as well that in making the competition within the shiprepair 
industry greater, the conditions of the freight rate have no equal. The conditions of 
the freight rate impact negatively the industry whether they are good or bad. The 
reluctance of shipowners to repair and maintain when the freight rate is high, and 
their short age on budget to maintain the ships when the freight rate is low drive that 
double negative impact. However, the impact is even worse when the volatility of the 
freight rate is brought to the equation especially for ships trading in the tramp 
market. This situation makes shiprepair yards face tough competition environments 
where low price services become the channel to be successful in bidding processes 
for repair and maintenance. 
 
One main conclusion was drawn through the research by looking at the issue studied 
in a geographical context. That is regarding the abysmal difference of labour costs 
and steel work prices between shiprepair centres located in South East-Asia and 
shiprepair centres located in Europe. Prices of steel work in Europe are today 60 to 
70 percent higher than in South and South-East Asia and the gap is even higher 
regarding labour costs. This has confirmed that undoubtly low prices in shiprepair 
have been driven the competition in the industry and that they still driving it today. 
But this trend also suggests that there is no way at least for the European shiprepair 
industry to compete with prices versus Asia. And, that alternative strategies need to 
be applied to counterbalance those disadvantages. That is certainly what the 
European shiprepair industry is doing and today the industry is striving for 
differentiation of services. Today the European shiprepair industry is enhancing its 
production processes with the appliance of first class logistics, high quality services 
and information technology of last generation. 
 
Taking into account the issues analysed and discussed in this dissertation, eight 
topics related with competition in the shiprepair industry can be identified for further 
research: 
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1. The impact of the initiative LeaderShip 2015 developed by the European 
Commission on the shiprepair industry focusing on competitiveness. 
2. The sustainability and expansion (with appliance to the shiprepair industry) of 
the project e-Business w@cht developed by the European Commission to 
monitor the level of implementation of ICT technologies in the European 
industry. 
3. A study of the development of transnationals organizations and partnership 
strategies in the shiprepair sector. 
4. A case study of the Singaporean shiprepair industry focusing on the efficiency 
applied by shiprepair yards that compete facing relatively high costs but keeping 
high quality services. 
5. A study of the economics cycles of the shiprepair industry during the last three 
decades with an identification of its drivers. 
6. A study of the shipowners’ perspective in approaching ship yard selection. 
7. A study of the level of integration and concentration of the suppliers of marine 
equipment with the impact on the shiprepair industry. 
8. A study to identify last generation technology in shiprepair that allows less 
usage of labour force with the impacts.       
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Appendices 
 
Appendix 1 Types of Vessel Surveys  
International Load Line 
a) Issued when the vessel is new and lasts for a period of 5 years with annual endorsements to 
attest to vessel's general seaworthiness and that no modifications have been done that would 
affect the vessel's stability. 
b) The International Load Line survey requires the full support of shore based personnel and 
will normally be done during dry-docking. 
Intermediate (2 '/2 years) Survey 
a) This survey is carried out at approximately 2'h yearly intervals on vessels that have 
unprotected ballast tanks, which are subject to rapid corrosion of internal steelwork. 
b) Normally coincides with the intermediate dry-docking. This survey would be limited to a 
physical inspection of ballast tanks and void spaces. 
Dry-Docking Survey 
a) As instructed by classification societies, vessels must dry-dock twice within a five year 
period, with no more than 3 years between any docking (see procedure on dry-docking). 
b) A second dry-docking within the 5 year period will normally coincide with the international 
load line renewal. 
 
Special Hull Survey 
a) This survey is conducted every 5 years and has to be completed before the international load 
line renewal (see special survey, hull and machinery). 
Special Survey Machinery 
a) This survey is also conducted every 5 years and has to be completed before the international 
load line renewal (see special survey, hull and machinery). 
Tailshaft Survey 
a) Dependent upon the quality of the tailshaft material, the diameter to suit the vessel's horse 
power and the type of lubrication of the journals, tailshafts are placed on a 4 or 5 year 
inspection basis. 
b) It would be prudent to have tailshafts on a 5 year cycle to coincide with international load 
line renewal dry-docking, but this in not always possible. An extension from the 
classification would therefore be necessary. Owners can request the tailshafts to be placed on 
the 5 year cycle if the tailshafts have proven satisfactory at the last inspection, and care has 
been taken to ensure that the exposed steel between bearing journals has been wrapped or 
capped to ensure isolation from the sea water and possible electrolytic action. Classification 
societies are normally sympathetic to requests for a tailshaft on a 4 year survey to be deferred 
until the 5th year for load line renewal dry-docking. 
c) Surveyors will normally request for dye penetrate or magnetic particle inspection of key 
ways. In particular, the key way in the propeller taper must be spooned at the forward end to 
prevent hoop stresses and possible resultant cracks. Use tailshaft inspection checklist. 
Annual Survey Hull 
a) In conjunction with the annual load line endorsement, an inspection of the vessel's hull is 
made annually. This will include closing arrangements for openings i.e. water tight doors, 
hatches, tank vents ventilators, coatings, man holes and that the general condition of the hull 
is fit for a further year's service. 
b) The Master and Chief Engineer will be provided with a checklist to prepare the vessel for 
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survey (check off list for annual hull survey). 
Annual Survey Machinery 
a) In conjunction with the Annual Load Line endorsement, an inspection of the vessel's 
machinery is made annually. This will include testing of vital machinery and safety devices. 
Items will include: steering system hydraulic safety devices, generator emergency devices 
i.e. reverse current trips, overspeed trips and where designed, parallel operation, emergency 
light system etc. 
b) The Master and Chief Engineer will be provided with a checklist to prepare the vessel for 
survey (check off list for annual machinery survey). 
Life Rafts 
a) Life rafts undergo an annual inspection at a facility that is acceptable to the classification 
society and flag state. 
The life rafts are opened in their entirety and all components are inspected stringently and 
replaced where necessary. This would include pyrotechnic equipment and the condition of 
the rubber fabric is checked for possible leaks. The facility will recommend that life rafts 
be replaced if any non-repairable items are found. This is usually limited to perishing of the 
rubber fabric due to ageing. 
 
Cargo Ship Safety Construction 
a) This certificate is issued in compliance with SOLAS and is valid for a period of 4 years 
with an extension survey available after 4 years to allow the full term survey to coincide 
with the load line renewal survey. Both convention and non-convention ships require cargo 
ship safety construction certification, both similar except that in the case of non-convention 
ships the certificate is issued by the authorities instead of IMO. 
b) This survey basically ensures that the vessel has not been altered in any way from original 
without due regard for stability and compliance to classification society requirements, and 
that the vessel remains in a sea-worthy condition. 
 
Cargo Ship Safety Equipment Certificate 
a) Vessels over 500 grt are classified as "convention" vessels which have to comply with the 
International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, (SOLAS) 1974 with amendments 
1987 and 1988. The E addendum was initiated in 1988 and covers lifeboats, life rafts, 
lifebuoys, life jackets etc. The cargo ship safety equipment certificate is valid for two years 
for both convention (above 500 grt) and non-convention (below 500 grt) vessels, with 
convention vessels being subject to an intermediate survey during the intervening year. 
b) This certificate as it implies covers the statutory safety requirements as drawn up under 
SOLAS. The survey will cover the following items: 
1) Fire safety systems, control plans and fire extinguishers. 
2) Life saving equipment i.e. lifeboats, life rafts, rescue boats. 
3) Line throwing equipment and pyrotechnics. 
 
 
Source: Lloyd’s Register Fairplay – Docking Handbook 2003. 
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Appendix 2  Statistics of major and minor losses 
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Figure 19 Average annual major and minor losses by main ship type 
Source: Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd , London, 2001. 
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Figure 20  Average annual major and minor losses by cause for the main 
ship  types 
Note: Main ship types: Bulk carriers, tankers, dry/general cargoships, 
passenger/ferry and Ro/Ro ships 
Source: Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd , London, 2001. 
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Appendix 3  Incidents with UK Merchant vessels 
 
 
Table 10 : UK Merchant Vessels in accidents 1994-2006 
 
Source: MAIB Annual Report 2006 
 
Table 11 : UK vessels in accidents by nature of accident and vessel category 
 
Source: MAIB Annual Report 2006 
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Table 12 : UK Merchant vessels in accidents by nature of accidents 1994-2006 
 
Source: MAIB Annual Report 2006 
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Appendix 4 Repair Scope and Dry-dock Specification 
 
Description of Activity 
Survey Cost 
Docking 
Service 
Hull Maintenance & Painting 
Anodes 
Steel Work / Gauging 
Anchor / Chains / Chain Locker 
Stern Roller / Keel Cooler System / Ramp 
Winches / Windlass / Spill / Cranes 
Safety Equipment / Loadline 
Deck Equipment 
Navigation / Communication Equipment 
Propeller / Shaft / Sterntube / Rudder 
Tank / Bilge Cleaning 
Sea Valves / Sea Chest 
Main Engines 
Auxiliary Engines 
Technical Equipment 
Electrical / Instrumentation 
Accommodation / Carpentry work 
Steering Gear System 
Pumps 
Boiler 
Bow Thruster 
Hatch Cover 
Valves & Pipes 
CPP System with Shaft Coupling 
Budget for Labour & Contractor 
Yard supplied Parts 
Owner supplied Parts 
Sea Trial 
Source: Lloyd’s Register Docking Handbook, 2003. 
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Apendix  5 Logistics Distributions Centres in Europe  
 
 
 
Figure 21  Mayor distribution centres in Europe 
Source: Cushman & wakefield, Healey & Baker, 2004. 
 
 
Table 13  Ranking of attractiveness of European countries  
 
 
Source: Cushman & wakefield, Healey & Baker, 2004. 
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Appendix 6  Questionnaire on shiprepair competition issues 
 
COMPETITION IN THE SHIPREPAIR INDUSTRY 
 
The questionnaire only include 10 questions. You will only need 5 minutes to fill it up. 
 
Instructions:  
• Just type on the space the letter or number that fit your answer 
• Once you finish send it back to: s07006@wmu.se 
 
1. What is the level of competition in the market where your shipyard is? 
A. Low B. Moderate C. High  D. Other: ______ 
 
Answer: ______ 
 
 
2. How you consider your bargaining position in negotiating with your suppliers? 
A. Weak B. Equal C. Strong 
 
Answer: ______ 
 
 
3. How you consider your bargaining position in negotiating with ship owners or their 
representatives (agents)? 
A. Weak B. Equal C. Strong 
 
Answer: ______ 
 
4. How could you rank the impact of the following maritime issues in your shipyard? 
Select: 1= Strong  2= Moderate  3= Low 
 
Class Surveys Requirements for Ships  _______ 
Casualty Incidents of ships    _______  
Sale Drydocking Inspections of Ships  _______ 
Lay-up and Reactivation    _______ 
Newbuilding of ships    _______ 
Demolition of ships     _______ 
Sea Borne Trade Patterns    _______ 
Conditions of the Maritime Freight Rate  _______ 
 
 
5. What is the organization of your shipyard? 
A. Private yard using its own facilities 
B. State-controlled yard using its own facilities 
C. State-owned yard with facilities leased from the State 
 
Answer: ______ 
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6. How could you rank the impact of the following costs in your shipyard? 
Select: 1= Strong  2= Moderate  3= Low 
 
Land cost      ______ 
Main raw materials (Steel)    ______ 
Labour cost      ______ 
Capital cost      ______ 
Research & Development    ______ 
Marketing      ______ 
Logistics costs     ______ 
Technology costs     ______ 
 
 
7. If you could select the main competitive advantage of your shipyard, which one could 
be? 
A. Location B. Quality C. Cost  D. Other: ______ 
 
Answer: ______ 
 
 
8. Which could be the share of your shipyard in the market it works? 
A. Below 10%   B. 10-20% C. 20-30% D. 30-50% E. Above 50% 
 
Answer: ______ 
 
 
9. Which of the following competitive strategies your shipyard is focus on? 
A. Low cost services  B. Differentiation of services  C. Both 
 
Answer: ______ 
 
 
10. What could be the competitive profile of your shipyard? 
A. Offensive  B. Defensive  C. Cooperative 
 
Answer: ______ 
 
 
 
Thank you very much. Your help and disposition will be appreciated !! 
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Appendix 7 Data processing Stage 1-Analysis of the sample 
 
A B C D A B C A B C A B C
Brazil 1 1 1 1 1
Colombia 2 1 1 1
Debmark 3 1 1 1 1
Dubai 1 4 1 1 1 1
Dubai 2 5 1 1 1 1
Egypt 6 1 1 1 1
France 7 1 1 1 1
Gibraltar 8 1 1 1 1
India 9 1 1 1 1
K. Bahrain 10 1 1 1 1
Malta 11 1 1 1 1
Netherlands 12 1 1 1 1
Panama 13 1 1 1 1
Portugal 14 1 1 1 1
Romania 15 1 1 1 1
South Korea 16 1 1 1 1
Spain 17 1 1 1 1
Sri Lanka 18 1 1 1 1
Taiwan 19 1 1 1 1
United Kingdom 20 1 1 1 1
Total No. of yards 20
0 5 15 0 4 12 4 0 16 4 12 6 2
0% 25% 75% 0% 20% 60% 20% 0% 80% 20% 60% 30% 10%
Question 1 Question 2 Question 3 Question 5
Answer
Sh
ip
ya
rd
Totals
Percentage
1
 
 
Note: Data processing table built for analysis of questions 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the 
questionnaire. 
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A B C D A B C D E A B C A B C
Brazil 1 1 1 1 1
Colombia 2 1 1 1 1
Debmark 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Dubai 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 1
Dubai 2 5 1 1 1 1
Egypt 6 1 1 1 1
France 7 1 1 1 1
Gibraltar 8 1 1 1 1 1 1
India 9 1 1 1 1
K. Bahrain 10 1 1 1 1
Malta 11 1 1 1 1
Netherlands 12 1 1 1 1
1 1
1
1
1 1
1 1
1
1
U 1 1
Total N
12 8 0 14
0% 40% 0% 70%
Answer
Sh
ip
ya
rd
Question 7 Question 8 Question 9 Question 10
Panama 13 1 1
Portugal 14 1 1 1
Romania 15 1 1 1
South Korea 16 1 1 1
Spain 17 1 1 1
Sri Lanka 18 1 1 1
Taiwan 19 1 1 1
nited Kingdom 20 1 1
o. of yards 20
12 10 5 0 7 6 2 4 1 2 6
60% 50% 25% 0% 35% 30% 10% 20% 5% 10% 30% 6
Totals
Percentage
 
Note: Data processing table built for the analysis of questions 7, 8 , 9 and 10 of the 
questionnaire.   
 Appendix 8 Data processing Stage 2-Analysis of the sample 
 
Strong Moderate Low Strong Moderate Low Strong Moderate Low Strong Moderate Low
Brazil 1 1 1 1 1
Colombia 2 1 1 1 1
Debmark 3 1 1 1 1
Dubai 1 4 1 1 1 1
Dubai 2 5 1 1 1 1
Egypt 6 1 1 1 1
France 7 1 1 1 1
Gibraltar 8 1 1 1 1
India 9 1 1 1 1
K. Bahrain 10 1 1 1 1
Malta 11 1 1 1 1
Netherlands 12 1 1 1 1
Panama 13 1 1 1 1
Portugal 14 1 1 1 1
Romania 15 1 1 1 1
South Korea 16 1 1 1 1
Spain 17 1 1 1 1
Sri Lanka 18 1 1 1 1
Taiwan 19 1 1 1 1
UK 20 1 1 1 1
Total 20
11 6 3 4 7 9 3 7 10 2 8 10
55.00% 30.00% 15.00% 20.00% 35.00% 45.00% 15.00% 35.00% 50.00% 10.00% 40.00% 50.00%
Answer
S
h
i
p
y
a
r
d
Totals
Percentage
Class Surveys Casualty Incidents Sale drydock Insp. Layup & Reactivation
 
Note: Data processing table built for the analysis of question 4 of the questionnaire (Items 1-4). 
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 Strong Moderate Low Strong Moderate Low Strong Moderate Low Strong Moderate Low
Brazil 1 1 1 1 1
Colombia 2 1 1 1 1
Debmark 3 1 1 1 1
Dubai 1 4 1 1 1 1
Dubai 2 5 1 1 1 1
Egypt 6 1 1 1 1
France 7 1 1 1 1
Gibraltar 8 1 1 1 1
India 9 1 1 1 1
K. Bahrain 10 1 1 1 1
Malta 11 1 1 1 1
Netherlands 12 1 1 1 1
Panama 13 1 1 1 1
Portugal 14 1 1 1 1
Romania 15 1 1 1 1
South Korea 16 1 1 1 1
Spain 17 1 1 1 1
Sri Lanka 18 1 1 1 1
Taiwan 19 1 1 1 1
UK 20 1 1 1 1
Total 20
11 4 5 4 3 13 14 4 2 11 6 3
55.00% 20.00% 25.00% 20.00% 15.00% 65.00% 70.00% 20.00% 10.00% 55.00% 30.00% 15.00%
Answer
S
h
i
p
y
a
r
d
Totals
Percentage
Newbuilding Ship Demolition Sea borne Trade patterns Cond. Freight rate
 
Note: Data processing table built for the analysis of question 4 of the questionnaire (Items 5-8)  
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Appendix 9 Data processing Stage 3-Analysis of the sample 
 
Strong Moderate Low Strong Moderate Low Strong Moderate Low Strong Moderate Low
Brazil 1 1 1 1 1
Colombia 2 1 1 1 1
Denmark 3 1 1 1 1
Dubai 1 4 1 1 1 1
Dubai 2 5 1 1 1 1
Egypt 6 1 1 1 1
France 7 1 1 1 1
Gibraltar 8 1 1 1 1
India 9 1 1 1 1
K. Bahrain 10 1 1 1 1
Malta 11 1 1 1 1
Netherlands 12 1 1 1 1
Panama 13 1 1 1 1
Portugal 14 1 1 1 1
Romania 15 1 1 1 1
South Korea 16 1 1 1 1
Spain 17 1 1 1 1
Sri Lanka 18 1 1 1 1
Taiwan 19 1 1 1 1
U K 20 1 1 1 1
Total 20
6 5 9 16 3 1 17 3 0 9 8 3
30.00% 25.00% 45.00% 80.00% 15.00% 5.00% 85.00% 15.00% 0.00% 45.00% 40.00% 15.00%
Strong Moderate Low Strong Moderate Low Strong Moderate Low Strong Moderate Low
Answer
S
h
i
p
y
a
r
d
Totals
Percentage
Land Cost Raw Materials (Steel) Labour Costs Capital Cost
 
Note: Data processing table built for the analysis of question 6 of the questionnaire (Items 1-4). 
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Strong Moderate Low Strong Moderate Low Strong Moderate Low Strong Moderate Low
Brazil 1 1 1 1 1
Colombia 2 1 1 1 1
Denmark 3 1 1 1 1
Dubai 1 4 1 1 1 1
Dubai 2 5 1 1 1 1
Egypt 6 1 1 1 1
France 7 1 1 1 1
Gibraltar 8 1 1 1 1
India 9 1 1 1 1
K. Bahrain 10 1 1 1 1
Malta 11 1 1 1 1
Netherlands 12 1 1 1 1
Panama 13 1 1 1 1
Portugal 14 1 1 1 1
Romania 15 1 1 1 1
South Korea 16 1 1 1 1
Spain 17 1 1 1 1
Sri Lanka 18 1 1 1 1
Taiwan 19 1 1 1 1
U K 20 1 1 1 1
Total 20
3 9 8 8 6 6 9 8 3 6 8 6
15.00% 45.00% 40.00% 40.00% 30.00% 30.00% 45.00% 40.00% 15.00% 30.00% 40.00% 30.00%
Strong Moderate Low Strong Moderate Low Strong Moderate Low Strong Moderate Low
Answer
S
h
i
p
y
a
r
d
Totals
Percentage
R & D Marketing Cost Logistics Cost Technology Costs
 
Note: Data processing table built for the analysis of question 6 of the questionnaire (Items 5-8). 
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 Appendix 10 Data processing Stage 4-Analysis of the sample 
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C
2 - A -0.29 0.29
2 - B 0.24 -0.24
2 - C 0.00 0.00
3 - B -0.29 0.29 -0.06 -0.15 0.25
3 - C 0.29 -0.29 0.06 0.15 -0.25
5 - A -0.24 0.24 -0.10 -0.04 0.15 0.10 -0.10
5 - B 0.13 -0.13 -0.05 0.09 -0.05 0.05 -0.05
5 - C 0.19 -0.19 0.25 -0.07 -0.17 -0.25 0.25
7 - A -0.24 0.24 0.15 0.17 -0.36 0.10 -0.10 0.17 -0.13 -0.07
7 - B -0.12 0.12 0.00 -0.41 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
7 - C -0.07 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13 -0.19
8 - A 0.30 -0.30 0.16 -0.26 0.16 0.10 -0.10 0.17 -0.02 -0.24 -0.26 0.10 0.30
8 - B -0.38 0.38 -0.33 0.09 0.22 0.33 -0.33 0.09 0.05 -0.22 0.31 0.00 0.13
8 - C 0.19 -0.19 -0.17 0.27 -0.17 -0.25 0.25 0.27 -0.22 -0.11 0.27 -0.33 -0.19
8 - D 0.00 0.00 0.38 -0.10 -0.25 -0.38 0.38 -0.61 0.22 0.67 -0.36 0.25 -0.29
8 - E -0.13 0.13 -0.11 0.19 -0.11 0.11 -0.11 0.19 -0.15 -0.08 0.19 -0.23 -0.13
9 -A 0.58 -0.58 -0.17 0.27 -0.17 0.17 -0.17 -0.41 0.51 -0.11 -0.07 -0.33 0.19 0.45 -0.22 -0.11 -0.17 -0.08
9 -B 0.13 -0.13 -0.05 -0.13 0.22 0.05 -0.05 0.31 -0.43 0.15 0.09 0.00 0.13 -0.25 0.29 0.15 -0.05 -0.15
9 -C -0.47 0.47 0.15 -0.04 -0.10 -0.15 0.15 -0.04 0.09 -0.07 -0.04 0.00 0.00 -0.04 -0.13 -0.07 0.15 0.19
10 - A 0.00 0.00 0.10 -0.17 0.10 0.41 -0.41 0.04 0.13 -0.27 -0.17 0.20 0.00 0.04 0.36 -0.27 -0.15 -0.19 0.07 0.13 -0.17
10 - C -0.13 0.13 0.05 0.13 -0.22 -0.33 0.33 0.13 -0.29 0.22 0.36 0.00 0.13 0.02 -0.29 0.22 0.05 0.15 -0.15 -0.05 0.13
 
 Note: Correlation matrix built for the analysis of the association between questions 1,2 3, 5, 7, 8, 9 y 10 of the questionnaire. 
 Values highlighted correspond to the questions with considerable strong correlation.  
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Colombia 0.13
Denmark 0.46 -0.02
Dubai 1 0.35 0.02 0.47
Dubai 2 0.48 -0.05 0.46 0.52
Egypt 0.30 0.65 0.14 0.35 0.30
France 0.13 -0.23 0.62 0.35 0.30 -0.05
Gibraltar 0.52 0.02 0.47 0.38 0.35 0.19 0.35
India -0.05 -0.05 0.14 0.02 0.30 -0.05 -0.05 0.02
K. Bahrain 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.35 0.48 0.48 0.30 0.52 0.13
Malta 0.30 0.13 0.30 0.19 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.35 -0.23 0.30
Netherlands 0.48 0.13 0.30 0.52 0.13 0.30 0.48 0.68 -0.05 0.30 0.13
Panama 0.83 0.13 0.46 0.35 0.48 0.30 0.13 0.52 -0.05 0.13 0.30 0.48
Portugal 0.30 0.30 0.30 -0.14 -0.05 0.13 -0.05 0.02 -0.05 -0.40 0.13 -0.05 0.48
Romania -0.05 -0.05 0.30 0.02 -0.05 -0.23 0.65 0.35 0.30 0.13 -0.05 0.48 -0.05 0.13
S. Korea 0.41 0.07 0.23 0.28 0.07 0.24 -0.10 0.60 -0.10 0.07 0.24 0.41 0.41 0.24 -0.10
Spain 0.58 0.24 0.54 0.44 0.24 0.41 0.24 0.60 0.24 0.24 0.07 0.75 0.58 0.07 0.24 0.51
Sri Lanka 0.65 -0.05 0.79 0.35 0.48 0.13 0.48 0.35 -0.05 -0.05 0.48 0.30 0.65 0.48 0.13 0.24 0.41
Taiwan 0.30 0.13 0.14 0.19 0.30 0.13 -0.23 0.19 0.65 -0.05 0.13 0.13 0.30 0.30 0.13 0.07 0.24 0.30
UK 0.65 -0.05 0.62 0.35 0.83 0.13 0.48 0.52 0.13 0.30 0.13 0.30 0.65 0.13 0.13 0.24 0.41 0.65 0.13  
 
Note: Correlation matrix built for the analysis of the association between the shiprepair yards of the sample. 
Values highlithed correspond to the shiprepair yards with considerable strong correlation. 
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